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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (LOAN 1319-KO)
YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II (LOAN 1364-KO)

PREFACE

This is a completion report (PCR) of two irrigation projects in
Korea: the Miho Watershed Area Development Project, for which Loan 1319-KO
was approved on July 27, 1976, in the amount of US$75.0 million, and the Yong
San Gang Irrigation Project Stage II, for which Loan 1364-KO was approved on
January 25, 1977, in the amount of US$95.0 million. The two loans were
closed on December 31, 1984, after cancellation of US$4,000 and US$5,000
respectively.

A PCR was prepared for each of the two projects by the East Asia
and Pacific Regional Office. The PCRs are based on the Appraisal Reports
(No. 1130a-KO and 1247-KO, dated July 8, 1976 and January 3, 1977), the
President's Reports, the Loan Agreements dated August 1976 and February 1977,
and the relevant Bank files and information provided by the Agricultural
Development Corporation (ADC), the implementing agency. The two PCRs have
been combined in one report as the projects are similar in nature, have been
affected by similar problems and give rise to similar lessons.

The projects were not selected for audit by OED as their most
important findings and lessons are similar to those noted in the first Yong
San Gang Irrigation PPAR and the Rural Infrastructure Project II PPAR now
under preparation.

The draft report was sent to the Borrower on February 24, 1986, for
comments. A telex received from the Borrower stating their satisfaction with
the report is attached as Annex I.

The assistance provided during the preparation of this report by
the Government of Korea and the staff of ADC is gratefully acknowledged.
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

KOREA1 1I4IO WATERShED AREA DEVELOPIENT' PROJECT
(LOAN 1319-KO)

BASIC DATA SHEET

KEY PROJECT DATA
Appraisal Actual or Actual as 2 of
Estimate Estimated Actual Arpraisal Estimate

Project Costs (00$ million) 75.0 140.3 /a
Loan Amount (USS million) 29.0 28.996
Cost overrun -- 871
Date Board Approval -- 07/27/76

* Date Effectiveness -- 10121/76
Date Physical Components Completed 12/81 12/88

Proportion then completed (2) 100 64
Closing Date 12/31/81 12/31/84
Economic Rate of Return (2) IS 7

CU1BULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS
FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 Ft83 FY84 FY85

Appraisal estimate (USS million) 0.1 1.2 7.0 16.0 23.6 29.0 29.0 29.0 29.0
Actual (US$ million) 0.025 0.35 1.95 5.13 10.93 19.4 25.32 28.15 28.996
Actual as X of estimate 25.0 29.0 28.0 32.0 46.0 67.0 87.0 97.0 99.98
Principal repaid to 03/85 US56.0 million.

STAFF INPUTS /b

FY72 FY73 FY74 FY75 FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 fY85

Appraisal 15.3 -- -- - 49.0 14.4
Negotiations 0.1 … … … … 8.4
Preparation - 0.3 6.4 0.0
Supervision 0.5 0.5 0.9 6.8 5.4 5.0 2.7 2.3 1.9 0.7 0.7

MISSION DATA

Month/ lo, of Staffdays Specializations Performance Types of
Mission Year Persons in Field Represented /c Rating /d Trend /e Probleme /f

Identification La
Preparation /g
Pre-appraisal lh 07-08/75 6 90 e,b,a.s,l,b
Appraisal 11-12/75 5 95 e,a,b,s,e

Subtotal 185
Supervision I 10/77 2 25 e,e 1 2 P
Supervision II li 05/78 2 20 b,e 2 3 F
Supervision III 5 08/8O 2 eO ,e 3 3 r
Supervision IV /i 02/81 1 10 e 2 1 F
Supervision V 11/81 3 45 e,a,p 2 1 F
Supervision VI /k 07182 1 10 e 2 1 F
Supervision VIT j 06iS3 3 45 e,a p 2 2 F
Supervision VIilL /1 -07/84 3 s5 e,b,p 2 2 F

Subtotal 220
Completion 03-04+09/85 3 40

TOTAL 445

OTHER PROJECT DATA

Borrover: Agricultural Development Corporation guaranteed by Governnent of the Republic of Korea
Executing Agency: Agricultural Development Corporation 'ADC)

Currency and Exchange Rates Won (W)
Appraisal Year Average - 1976 USSI - W 484
Intervening Years Average - 1977-1984 US$1 - W 632
1984 Average US$1 - W 827

at includes cost of USS99.3 million up to 12/31/84 and costs to completion of US$41.0 million.
b, Source: Planning and Budgetting Department ir Staff weeks.
c1 a - agriculturalist; b - economist; a - engineer; p a project officer; a - soil coneervation Specialist.
d/ I - problem-free or minor problems; 2 - moderate problems; 3 - major problems.
ei I a Improving; 2 a stationary; 3 - deteriorating.
£1 F - financial: t a managerial; T - technical; fo a Other.

Based on UNOP-aseisted projects ROK ? (1962-67) and ROK 67/522 (1967-73) and partially financed under
Loan 942-KO (Seeds Project). ADC carried out the Feasibility Study (April 1975).

n/ Originally scheduled as appraisal mission but changed to pre-appraisal beeause of doubts concerning several
project components and their telationshlp to similar works included in Rural Infrastructure Project.

i/ Also supervised Yong San Gang I and 11, Ogseo Area Development Project.
J:/ Also supervised Yong San Gang It. Ogseo, Rural Infrastructure and Chungju projects.
k/ Also supervised Yong San Gang 11 and Ogaeo pr.,jecta.
1I Also supervised Yong San Gantg I and Ogesa plojects and appraised Agricultural Sector Loan.
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PROJECT CONPLETION REPORT

KOREA. YONG SAN GANG IRRIOATION PROJECT STAGe It
(LOAN 1364-KO)

BASIC DATA SHEE

KEY PROJECT DATA
Appraisal Actusl or Actual as I of
Estimate Estimated Actual Appraisal Estisate

Project Costs (USS million) 167 318 /a 190
Loan mount (USS million) 95 95 100
Date Board Approval - 01/25/77
Date Effectiveness - 04/22/77
Date Physical Components Completed 12/83 12/89

Proportion then completed (2) 100 S0
Closing Date 12/31/83 12/31/84 190
Economic Rate of Return (2) 13 8.5
Financial Performance Satisfactory
Institutional Performance Ex¢ellent

CUMULATIVE DISBURSEIENTS
FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 F85

Appraisal estimate (USS million) 0.2 4.2 14.0 34.2 59.0 77.3 88.2 95.0 95.0
Actual (US$ million) 0.3 1.7 12.35 27.23 45.04 63.1 74.32 88.05 94.995
Actual as 2 of estimate 150 40 88 79 76 82 84 93 10-
Principal repaid to 03/85 US$35.2 million.

STAFF INPUTS /b

FY74 FY75 FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85

Appraisal 0.1 83.8 1.0 - … … … … …- - -
Negotiations - 3.7 3.1 - -- -- - -- - -
Preparatlon 0.2 5.4 14.6 -- -- - -- --
Supervision -- -- -- 2.1 5.4 4.8 2.9 2.4 2.6 1.7 0.0 15.1

MISSION DATA

Mounth No. of Staffdays Specializations Performance Types of
Misaion Year Persons in Field Represented /I Ratitg /d Trend /e Probltms /f

Identification /g
Preparation /I
Appraisal 11-12/75 5 105 e,a,b,e,b

Subtotal 10 5
Supervision I 10/77 2 25 e,e 1 2 F
Supervision II Ih 05/78 2 20 b,e 2 2 F
Supervision III Ti 07/80 2 20 *,e 2 3 P
Supervisiin IV 02/81 1 10 e 2 1 F
Supervision V 11/81 3 45 e,a.p 2 1 F
Supervision VI 07/82 1 10 e 2 1 F
Supervision VII /i 07/83 3 45 e,a,p 2 1 F
Supervision VIII / 06-07/84 3 45 e.b,p 2 1 F

Subtotal 220
Completion 03-04+09/85 3 35

TOTAL 360

OTHER PROJECT DATA

Borrower: Agricultural Development Corporation guaranteed by Government of the Republic of Korea
Executing Agency: Agricultural Development Corporation (ADC)

Currency and Exchange Rates won (W)
Appraisal Year Average - 1976 US$1 - W 484
Intervening Years Average - 1977-1984 US$1 - W 653
1984 Average US$1 - 1d 827

a/ Includes coat of US$194 million up to 12/31/84 and costs to completion of US$124 million.
b/ Source: Planning and Budgetting Department in Staff weeks.
c/ a - agriculturalist; b - economist; e - engineer; p - project officer.
d/ 1 - problem-free or minor problems; 2 - moderate problems; 3 - major problems.
e/ 1 - improving; 2 - stationary; 3 - deteriorating.
f/ F * financial; N - managerial; T - technical; 0 - Other.
I/ Also supervised Yong San Gang I and Miho Watershed Area Development Project.
hI/ The project was prepared during 1973-75 by AXD assisted by Sanyu Consultants with financing under Loan 795-KO

(Yong San Gang Irrigation Stage I).
i/ Also supervised hiho, Ogaeo, Rural Infrastructure and Chungju projects.
I/ Also supervised Niho and Ogsea projects.
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (LOAN 1319-KO)
YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II (LOAN 1364-KO)

EVALUATION SUMMARY

Introduction

The main objectives of the Korean Government for the agricultural
sector during the past decade have been a high level of self-sufficiency in
food, equality of farm and non-farm household incomes and minimal seasonal
fluctuation in producer and consumer prices for agricultural products. In
order to achieve its objectives, the Government has supported investments in
irrigation and land development, introduced farm price supports and imposed
restrictions or bans e. imports of many agricultural products.

Objectives

The two projects aimed at developing areas of rainfed or unculti-
vated land through the construction of irrigation facilities. The Miho
Watershed Area Development Project, located in the center of the country,
consisted mostly of: the construction of dams and canals to irrigate 8,315 ha
in five different subprojects; the conversion of 2,045 ha of cultivated up-
land to paddy fields; land consolidation; improvement of river channels and
construction of village access roads. Total project cost was estimated at
US$75.0 million to be disbursed over 6 years. The Yong San Gang Irrigation
Project Stage II was the continuation of a first project aiming at developing
the Yong San Gang basin in the southwest of the country, and comprised the
following components: construction of an estuary dam (4,500 m long) and a
sea dike (4,000 m long); construction of irrigation facilities including
pumping stations and canals to serve about 20,000 ha; land consolidation,
land reclamation, and construction of roads and project buildings. Total
project cost was estimated at US$167.0 million, to be disbursed over 7 years.

Implementation Experience

Soon after project start-up, changes were introduced in the scope
of the Miho Watershed Area Development Project: the total project area was
reduced from 12,665 ha to 11,137 ha, while the area to be provided with irri-
gation was increased from 8,315 ha to 10,910 ha. The land consolidation pro-
gram was considered uneconomic and deleted. Changes in the number and
locations of dams were made, both on technical and economic grounds. The
total length of canals was increased and the area of upland to be converted
to paddy fields was reduced. Construction of project works was delayed
mostly by Government's difficulties in maintaining adequate budget alloca-
tions and low priority being given to the project as self-sufficiency in



cereals was nearly attained. Final construction, which was expected to be
completed by December 1981, is not likely to be completed before December
1988. When the loan was closed in December 1984, only 64% of the total proj-
ect area was developed. Total project costs on completion are now estimated
at US$140.3 million, a 185% cost overrun, partly due to inflation and higher
unit costs.

Construction of the Yong San Gang Project was also delayed by Gov-
ernment's insufficient budget allocations, and the low priority given to the
project. The construction of the estuary dam and the sea dike was completed
in 1982. Changes in project design were introduced for the pumping stations,
irrigation canals, land development works and tidal land reclamation. The
area to be developed was reduced by about 20%. Current estimates indicate
that the final construction is not likely to be completed until December 1989
instead of December 1983, at a total cost of US$318.7 million, a 190% cost
overrun due to higher unit costs and inflation. When the loan was closed on
December 31, 1984, about 50% of the project area was equipped with irrigation
facilities.

Both projects were executed by the Agricultural Development Corpor-
ation (ADC), a semi-autonomous authority within the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries. ADC's performance was of high standard. Project works were
well designed and properly constructed. Problems of delays and cost overruns
have resulted from inadequate funding, a factor beyond the control of ADC's
management.

Results

As there were changes in the project descriptions and scopes during
project implementation, the actual crop development has not taken place as
originally envisaged. In the Miho Watershed Project, rice and barley produc-
tion increased by 75% and 340% in the three completed subprojects due to an
increase in cropping intensity and higher yields for rice. However, use of
high-yield varieties (HYVs) of rice has been less than expected because of
consumer preference for, and higher per-hectare return of traditional rice.
Farmers' incomes are about 23% higher than without the project, but less than
anticipated (59%).

Based on the cropping pattern and yields of the three completed
subprojects, the overall project ERR is now estimated at 7%, compared with an
appraisal estimate of 15%. The main factors contributing to this marginal
ERR are: implementation delays, high cost overrun and reduction of the proj-
ect scope. Although its economic viability is low, the project has made a
valuable contribution towards the development of the Miho Watershed Area and
had a sigrificant institutional impact as ADC has gained technical experience
in dam construction.

As for the Miho Watershed Project, investments of the Yong San Gang
Project were expected to increase production of rice and barley by about
300%. However, the expected change in land use has not been realized because
of the delay in project implementation. The use of HYVs of rice has been
less than expected. There has been some diversification of winter crops,
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resulting in increased cropping intensity, and yields of rice have increased
significantly. Overall CrOp production increased by 163% for rice and 19%
for barley. The farmers' net incomes have increased by 27%, compared with
42% estimated at appraisal. The constructiov. of the estuary dam, with a road
on top, has generated transport benefits not estimated &t appraisal. The
project ERR, which was estimated at 13% at appraisal is now estimated at 8.5%
if transport benefits are accounted for, or 5% if they are excluded. The
main reasons for this poor performance are similar to those of the Miho
Watershed Project. A significant achievement of the project, however, is the
successful completion of the estuary dam, the key to the development of the
lower Yong San Gang basin.

Sustainability

The benefits of the two projects are likely to be sustained as the
beneficiaries have shown their ability to obtain high yields earlier than
expected and to diversify their traditional cropping pattern. Korea has also
a good record of adequate operation and maintenance and cost recovery of
irrigation projects.

Findings and Lessons

The two projects have shown a similar pattern of implementation
delays, reduction of scope and large cost overruns, resulting in low
cost-effectiveness and marginal rates of return.

The major lessons of the projects are that:

(a) final designs of engineering works have to be prepared before loan
negotiations;

(b) commitment from the Borrower to allocate necessary funds for
project implementation should be obtained; and

(c) chances of securing agreement for the execution of the components
that require farmers' consent should be carefully assessed.



KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(LOAN 1319-KO)

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Republic of Korea (ROK) has achieved one of the most impressive
economic growth records (average annual growth from 1960 to 1982 of 8%),
transforming itself over the past three decades from a poor, densely-
populated, and resource-scarce country into an industrial nation and one in
which the benefits of growth have been widely distributed. The agricultural
sector has contributed substantially to this achievement. During this period
ROK's agricultural policies have emphasised investment in irrigation and
land development, introduced farm price supports and imposed quantitative
restrictions or b&ns on imports of many agricultural products. These have
helped to achieve the major objectives set for the agricultural sector,
which include maintenance of high levels of self-sufficiency in most
foodstuffs that can be produced domestically, near equality of farm and non-
farm household incomes and minimal seasonal fluctuation in producer and
consumer prices for agricultural products. This supportive and protective
environment has allowed food prices to rise increasingly above international
levels.

1.2 As set out in Table 1, over the past decade the sector has
undergone many changes. More important among these have been closer
integration of farm households into the cash economy, rapid farm
mechanisation, a decline in the importance of agriculture relative to other
sectors in terms of both employment and gross product and almost full
development of the country's land and water resources.

1.3 ROK recognises that continuing past policies would lead to
persistent agricultural surplus particularly of rice. To sustain its income
equality objectives, commodity price supports would probably have to be
maintained at levels that would probably lead to increasing Government
subsidies and/or consumer prices for food. Moreover, because the most
attractive and least costly investments have already been undertaken (with
financing from domestic as well as external sources, Table 2) further water
and land development would entail more costly and lower return resource
development. These factors in combination with changing conditions economy-
wide suggest a need for policy changes.

1.4 The Bank has been associated with the irrigation sub-sector since
May 1969 when it approved a loan of US$45 M for Pyongtaek-Kumgang Irrigation
Project (Loan 600-KO). This was followed by Yong San Gang Irrigation Project
Stage I (Loan 795/Credit 283-KO) for US$48 M , Rural Infrastructure I
Project (Loans 1216 and 1218T-KO) for US$60 M, Miho Watershed Area
Development Project (Loan 1319-KO) for USS29 M, Yong San Gang Irrigation
Project Stage II (Loan 1364-KO) for US$95 M, Rural Infrastructure II Project
(Loan 1530-KO) for US$95 M, and Ogseo Area Development Project (Loan 1503-
KO) for US$36 M.
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1.5 The Miho Watershed Area Development Project, the subject of this
completion report, was designed to provide irrigation and land development
for some 12,700 ha at a total project cost of US$75 M, with the objectives
of increasing self-sufficiency in rice and barley and improving the incomes
and living standards of the farming population.

1.6 The report is based on a review of the Staff Appraisal Report (1130
a-KO) dated 8 July 1976; the loan agreement dated 5 August 1976 together
with information obtained from the Agricultural Development Corporation
(ADC) the implementing agency; a review of supervision reports and project
files; field visits in March and September 1985 to selected project sites;
discussions with project staff in ADC and the staff of local offices of the
Office of Rural Oevelopment (ORD), National Agricultural Cooperative
Federation (NACF) and Farmland Improvement Associations (FLIA); and
interviews with Bank staff who have been associated with the project.

II. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION, PREPARATION AND APPRAISAL

Identification

2.1 In line with its rural development policies, the Government during
the 1970s placed an emphasis on land and water development in the interior
regions of Korea. Two approaches have been followed. One was a nationwide
programme of minor irrigation projects and upland reclamation as part of the
Saemaeul Movement. These activities were supported by the Bank under the
Rural Infrastructure Projects I and II (see para 1.4). The second approach,
typified by the Miho project, was area specific and involved the execution
of larger and more complex project components than would be appropriate for
implementation under the Saemaeul Movement. The Miho Watershed was selected
as being broadly typical of the interior regions of Korea in terms of
topography, present land use and potential for further development.

2.2 The concept of comprehensive development of selected areas was
introduced to Korea by two UNDP-assisted studies for which FAO was the
executing agency. These studies span 11 years in all, the first study
(ROK 7) from 1962-1967, which dealt mainly with upland reclamation and
management; and the second study (ROK 67/522) from 1967 to 1973, which had a
broader objective of comprehensive development of the physical and human
resources of selected watersheds. The latter study produced 15 volumes of
working papers one on each component of the development programme - pasture,
small dams, upland reclamation, channel improvement, fish ponds, community
development and so on in addition to some more generalised studies of
hydrology and economic evaluation. UNDP/FAO experts and Government
counterpart staff evolved procedures for resource inventories and project
formulation and in addition, implemented several small watershed projects.

2.3 The Bank's interest in comprehensive watershed development in Korea
stems largely from the 1973 Agricultural Sector Survey 1/ which recommended
that an area and regional development approach be adopted in planning and
carrying out projects to raise agricultural productivity and to improve
rural incomes. In its tentative list of projects for external financing, the
Sector 'mission included two watershed development projects.

1/ Report No.2139-KO dated 13 November 1973.
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Preparation

2.4 As a follow-up to these recommendations, the Office of Watershed
Development (OWO) in the Agricultural Development Corporation carried out
the feasibility study - "Comprehensive Development of the Naeseong and Miho
Watershed" April 1975 - which provided the basis for the Miho project. OWD
was assisted by consultants who had formerly worked on the two UNDP
projects. {he feasibility study was begun in late 1973, partly financed by
the Bank under the Seeds Project (Loan 942-KO) and partly by UNOP. In April
1974, focus of the Bank project was changed from two watersheds in the
Nakdong basins to one each in the Nakdong and Kumgang basins, that is
Naeseong and Miho Watersheds. The study, was completed in April 1975.
However, development of the Naeseong Watershed area was deferred due to
budgetary considerations.

Pre-appraisal

2.5 Project poposals contained in the feasibility report were reviewed
by a pre-appraisal mission which visited Korea in July 1975. The project, as
originally proposed, envisaged a comprehensive and integrated approach to
area development. Thus, in addition to works designed to increase crop
production through irrigation and land development, the project included
other components such as village water supply, rural electrification,
pasture development for beef cattle, village credit cooperatives, fuelwood
plantations and erosion control on small areas of uncultivable mountain
side. Implementation of such a project would have required the creation of
either an independent project authority or special arrangements for inter-
agency coordination. The risks inherent in such new organizational
arrangements did not appear commensurate with the eventual benefits expected
from a number of diverse components. The benefits of increased crop
production from irrigation and land development could still be realised
without a pa-allel programme to provide such amenities as electricity and
village water supplies. Moreover, the pre-appraisal mission found that
certain components would readily be implemented under on-going Government
programmes (village water supply, rural electrification andw fuelwood
plantations) and others could not be economically or technically justified
(pasture development and erosion control). The project was therefore revised

* by the mission in discussion with the Government to include only those
elements which would have the primary objective of increased crop
production. Further studies were then made by the OWD on designs and cost
estimates for the various project co;mlponents.

2.6 The mission suggested that the project include an agricultural
extension component aimed primarily at increasing production on the
cultivated uplands which had been largely ignored in the original project
proposal. ORD presented an outline propnsal for farmer training as well as a
scheme for-small farmer credit throLgh establishment of revolving funds
administered by village committees under ORD supervision. The Economic
Planning Board did not favour financing the extension component because the
loan would be made to ADC and involvement by another agency would lead to
coordination problems. However, there was agreement that the ORD proposal
would be implemented under the Government's on-going programme. The problem
of credit (for more intensive cultivation of upland areas) was left
unresolved as this has to be reviewed in the context of Bank's agricultural
credit operations in Korea.
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Appraisal

2.7 A Bank mission visited Korea in November 1975 to complete the
appraisal. It endorsed the revised powposals with some minor changes. These-
included an additional component for ̂-rveys and mapping; and reduction in
channel improvement from 148 km to 80 km. An issue raised at appraisal was
the Government's request that the proposed loan include financing of
interest during construction as in the case of previous loans to ADC.
However, this was not acceded to by the Bank.

Project Description

2.8 The project, as planned at appraisal, comprised the following
components:

a) construction of dams and canals to irrigate 8,315 ha;

b) conversion of 2,045 ha of cultivated upland to irrigated paddy
fields in areas commanded by the above canals;

c) land consolidation, including construction of ditches, drains and
farm roads together with land levelling and boundary realignment on
4,600 ha (3,150 ha on presently irrigated land and 1,450 ha in
areas to be irrigated by the project);

d) development of 495 ha for irrigation of upland crops, and 550 ha
for orchards within the area to be irrigated;

e) upland reclamation, primarily bench-terracing, of 1,200 ha of
presently uncultivated land;

f) improvement of 80 km of river channels to increase their flood
discharge capacity;

g) construction of about 150 km of village access roads;

h) aerial photography, surveys, and mapping for the design of project
works; and

i) provision of technical assistance, procurement of vehicles, and a
feasibility study for a second-stage project in the Miho Watershed.

III. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Loan Negotiations and Effectiveness

3.1 The negotiations for the loan took place during 17-22 June 1976.
The Bank's Board of Directors approved the loan on 27 July 1976. The loan
was signed on 5 August 1976 and became effective on 21 October 1976.
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The Project Area

3.2 The project area of 12,665 ha anticipated at appraisal was part of
the Miho Watershed, encompassing sections of 3 counties in Chungcheon Bug-
province. The project was originally divided geographically into 5 divisions
for purposes of design and construction - Kumwang, Maengdong, Weonnam,
Baegkok and Kwanghae. During implementation, Weonnam and Baegkok divisions
were sub-divided making in all 8 sub-projects, each to be constructed under
separate contracts. This was done partly to allow effective use of the
limited budget allocations granted to ADC by the Government. Each sub-
project comprised storage dams, canals, land consolIdatiOn and conversion of
upland to paddy (Table 3).

Project Changes after Appraisal

3.3 During implementation the projected benefit area was revised
froml2,665 ha to 11,137 ha. Similarly the area pf rainfed cropland to be
provided with irrigation was revised from 8,315 ha to 10,910 ha. The
shortfall in the benefit area was mainly duet to the deletion of land
consolidation, which, because of rapid price escalation in construction
costs, had become uneconomic. Furthermore, surveys for Sub-project I and II
revealed that local development had already started on bench terracing of
uplands for rice paddies. ADC had therefore proposed and the Bank agreed to
the plan to convert to paddy 2,245 ha of uplands which were proposed at
appraisal to be developed for furrow irrigation (495 ha), orchards (550 ha)
and upland reclamation (1,200 ha). The changes in area and location are
further discussed in paras 5.4 to 5.6. The planned and revised project areas
are shown below.

Planned and Final Project Area
Areas Planned Revised Areas

Division Sub-projects at appraisal after Survey & Desin
, . . . . . . . (ha) . . . . . . . . .

1. Kumwang I 2,348 1,690

2. Maengdong II 3,927 2,169

3. Weonnam III-1, III-2 2,418 3,512

4. Baeggok IV-1, IV-2, IV-3 3,072 3,316

5. Kwanghae V 900 450

Total 5 12,665 11,137

3.4 The other change from appraisal related to preparation of a
feasibility study for Naeseong Watershed which was agreed to be financed
from the loan along with stLdy for Stage II of Miho.
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Implementation Schedule

3.5 Appraisal estimated construction to be completed by Oecember 1981
with a project closing date of December 1982. Current estimates indicate
that final construction is not likely to be completed until December 1988,-
although the loan was closed on 31.12.84. Because of long delays in
implementation, loan disbursements were limited to three of the five sub-
projects.

3.6 The first year was expected to be taken up by purchase of right-of-
way, preparation of designs and contract documents, and award of contracts.
Construction of the project works was scheduled to begin in October 1977 and
all works completed by mid-1981. As shown in Tables 3 and 4. Sub-projects 1,
II IV-1 have been substantially completed. However, some land consolidation
work still remains to be done in these sub-projects. Sub-projects IV-3 and
III-1 are expected to be completed in November 1985 and December 1985
respectively, while Sub-projects III-2 in February/December 1987 and Sub-
project V in August 1988. Completed sub-projects in 1984 have an area of
7,180 ha accounting for 64% of the revised total project area of 11,137 ha.

3.7 Delays in implementation were primarily attributed to the
Government's difficulties in maintain'ng adequate budget allocations to ADC
due to rapid inflation in the early years of the project. Between 1976 and
1981 the wholesale price index has more than doubled. Thereafter inflation
dramatically dropped to about 2%. But by 1982, self-sufficiency in cereals
was nearly attained resulting in low priority being given by the Government
on such projects. Annual shortfalls in budget allocations have thus risen
from Won2.9 billion in 1977 to W5,8 billion in 1985 (Table 5).

Project Cost

3.8 Table 6 gives a comparative statement of appraisal cost estimates
and actual costs up to 31.12.84, while Table 7 relates total appraisal cost
estimates to final costs.

3.9 The total cost of the project, on completion, would be W103.9
billion (US$140.3 M) compared to W36.4 billion (US$75 M), a 185% cost
overrun. Expressed in dollars, which reflects the depreciation of the Won
(75% over the period 1976-85), the total overrun would be 87% (Table 7). As
is seen in Table 8, the overrun was primarily due to sharp inflation
particularly during the early stages of the project.

3.10 The major part of the cost increase was attributable to dams and
canals, whose cost in Won terms increased by 202% over the appraisal
estimates, accounting for 57% 1/ of total project costs compared to 47% at
appraisal. Expressed on a per hectare basis, the cost of dams and canals was
US$6,300 per ha or about 48% above the appraisal estimate. Land
consolidation works finally affected only 1,740 ha compared with 4,600 ha.
Therefore although per unit cost increased sixfold, the total cost of the
component was only 171% higher than the appraisal estimate. Compensation
costs for right of way increased by 311% mainly due to price escalation
resulting from delayed land purchase which was, in turn, due to insufficient
budget allocation. The engineering and administrative expenses increased by
288% above the appraised estimate.

1/ Includes materials procured by ADC and supplied to contractors.
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Implementation of Individual Project Components

3.11 During project implementation, changes in the number and locations-
of dams were made partly on technical grounds, but mostly because of
excessive cost and limited local funding. These changes have in turn,
influenced the extent of benefit area, details of which are set out in Table
4 and Map 1. At appraisal, 6 big dams 1/ and 22 small dams and weirs were
proposed to serve 8,315 ha. During the course of implementation, these were
revised to 7 big dams and 10 small dams and weirs serving 10,910 ha. By
December 1984, a total of 7 main dams and 4 minor small dams and weirs had
been constructed serving 8,186 ha. These areas include 2,000 ha from the
Miho dam in the Weonnam division that was not financed by the Bank loan, and
around 1,300 ha serviced by pumping water from the Baegkok dam (Division IV)
which was not foreseen at appraisal (see Table 4).

3.12 Minor dams and weirs. The main changes in the number and location
of these structures were made after more detailed data became available
through on-going surveys. As implementation was delayed and construction
prices rose sharply, first, all dams that served less than 50 ha were
deleted from the programme, consistent with Government policy that the
development of such schemes were the responsibility of the local authority.
Secondly, some minor dams had to be cancelled where higher construction cost
led to such an increase In anticipated water charges that no approval could
be obtained from the farmers involved. To start construction, this approval
is required as 30% of the investment costs has to be recovered through water
charges. The original target of 22 minor dams and weirs was consequently
changed to 10 minor dams and weirs. Of these, four had been completed by
December 1984.

3.13 Main Dams: Principal deviations from the original plans formulated
at the time of appraisal were:

I) Kumwanq division. Instead of two big dams, three smaller dams were
built by nterconnected tunnels. This promised to be a cheaper
alternative. As shown in Table 8 the overall cost increase of this
sub-project of Won4.5 billion can be seen to be largely attributed
to price increases (Won4.2 billion and only partly to design
modifications (WonO.3 billion). The major part of this 0.3 billion
is due to an increase of canal length from 59 km to 90 km and
extensive use of concrete lining.

ii) Maengdong division. Longer canals and more concrete lining made
sub-project 1 more expensive but cancellation of a minor dam (Dong
Eum) that was originally included, resulted in an overall price
i4hcrease less than price escalation for this sub-project as a
whole.

iii) Baekqok division. An existing dam of 13 m height without central
core had to be raised to 22 m, requiring insertion of an
impermeable core. On-going irrigation could not be interupted and
full-floodspill capacity had to be maintained throughout the
construction period. Ultimately an almost complete new dam body
behind the old one, was constructed at 27 m height. This allowed
for an increase in irrigation capacity from 1,605 ha at appraisal
to 3,074 ha (Table 4).

1/ Varying in height from 20 m to 32 m.
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iv' Weonnam division. At the time of appraisal, the Weonnam darm in
Weonnam division and the Maengdong dams no. 1 and 2 in Maengdong
division (see Map), were planned to be constructed in the catchment
area of the old Miho dam. 1/ This would reduce the inflow into the
old Miho reservoir but this reduction would be more than
compensated for by the combined capacity of the three new
reservoirs. In addition to this, ADC, however took up the
construction of yet another (smal'i) dam in the Miho catchment, 2/
that was not foreseen at appraisal. 'he Bank consequently excluded
the Weonnam dam from financing, leaving ADC to find its own funds
to construct a new Miho dam, 2 km downstream from the old one.

3.14 Canals. The total length of canals increased from 270 km at
appraisal to 283 km, in December 1984 and is expected to reach 414 km, at
completion of the project in 1988. Instead of the originally appraised 8,315
ha, ultimately 10,910 ha will then be under command (Table 4). To reduce
maintenance, and to simplify operation of the system, extensive use has been
made of concrete conducts. The detailed data to determine to what extent
this particular deviation from the original design contributed to the higher
costs were not available.

3.15 Conversion to paddy. development of furrow irrigation, and upland
reclamation for which the farmers had to contribute 50 % of the costs were
only partly accepted by the farmers. Orchard land development was not
executed under the project as the farmers had already developed tubewells
for this purpose. (Table 4).

3.16 Of the 150 km of village access roads proposed at appraisal only 11
km were built. Budgetary problems and lower priority were main re3sons for
the shortfall.

3.17 From the 4,650 ha of land consolidation a total of 1,138 ha have
been implemented, mainly because MAF did not accept land consolidation with
project funds in FLIA areas. This was not foreseen at appraisal. Channel
improvement formed part of the land consolidation programme and was
consequently limited from 80 km to 19 km.

3.18 Technical Cooperation Agreement with an international consulting
firm allowed for assistance and training in design through interchange of
staff by ADC and the firm. In 1981 ADC finished a feasibility study of Miho
II while survey and mapping was done through local agencies. Standard of
consultancy services was good. No special difficulties were encountered
other than delays for budgetary reasons. ADC's standard of engineering both
in designs and execution remained high.

Project Financing

3.19 The Bank was expected to finance 39% of the total project cost with
a loan bf US$29M representing the foreign exchange component; the balance
61% was to be met by Government contribution. Because of considerable cost
overruns, loan disbursements ultimately covered only 21% of the total cost.
The final disbursement was made in July 1984, and a loan balance of US$3,740

1/ Over 40 years old at time of appraisal.

2/ Ju bong dam ir 'a-An sub-division.
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was cancelled effective 1 March 1985. Loan disbursements were far behind
schedule until 1980, but following concerted efforts by Bank supervision
missions it gathered momentum in 1981 and 1982 (Table 9).

Amendments to Loan Agreement and Loan Allocation

3.20 At the borrower's request several amendments were made to the loan
agreement in line with the changing needs of the project. These included
addition of a feasibility study for Naeseong Watershed, a change in
disbursement rate, and reallocation of loan proceeds. The disbursement rate
for civil works was increased from 40% to 65% for the period from June 1980
to November 1982 as a temporary measure to compensate for the budgetary
shortfall. In addition, ADC requested reallocation of the proceeds of the
loan in August 1982 and March 1983 using unallocated funds and transfer
between categories 1, 2 and 3. A comparison of the planned and revised
allocation, and actual disbursements reflecting these changes are given
below.

Allocation of Loan Proceeds

Expenditure Category Planned Revised Actual
First Final Disbursements

(us$ 000) . . . . . . ...

1. Civil works 19,000 22,600 21,600 21,609

2. Equipment and materials 5,500 5,700 6,848 6,835

3. Consultants, surveys, 1,600 700 552 552
mapping and studies

4. Unallocated 22900 - - -

Total allocation 29,000 29,000 29,000 28,996

Cancelled - - - 41/

Original Loan amount 29,000 29,000 29,000 29,000

1/ US$3,740 of loan cancelled.
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IV. INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE AND DEVELOPMENT

The Agricultural Development Corporation

4.1 The Agricultural Development Corporation, the implementing agency
of the project, is a semi-autonomous authority within the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF). It was founded in 1940 as the Korean Union
of Irrigation Associations and reorganised into the present Corporation in
February 1970. The main activities of the ADC are the promotion of
agriculture through development of land and water resources, and the
provision of technical assistance to Farmland Improvement Associations. ADC
is managed by a President assisted by a Vice-president and a six-man Board
of Directors. There are three executive directors (Administration, Project
Implementation and Technology). The Corporation has a staff of some 1,834
individuals composed of irrigation engineers (1,022), mechanical engineers
(33), architectural engineers (10) electrical engineers (31), geologist and
hydrogeologist (110), economists (19), agronomists (50), pedologists (26),
administrative and other support staff (533), serving headquarters, 9
provincial offices, and 7 project offices (see Chart). Since its
reorganization in 1970, ADC has completed eight large scale comprehensive
agricultural development projects. Its on-going portfolio includes 7
comprehensive and 91 medium-scale agricultural development projects.

4.2 A project office was established in Cheonju, the provincial capital
of project province, with project funds under the direct supervision of the
Director of Project Implementation and made responsible for design and
supervision of construction for the Miho project. The project manager and
other staff were appointed at the beginning of project implementation.

4.3 As expected at appraisal, ADC's performance in executing the
project was of a high standard. This was mainly due to the stability,
continuity and competence of project management. However, as in other
projects, ADC has however faced problems concerned mainly with delays and
cost overruns. These problems have resulted mostly from inadequate funding,
a factor beyond the control of ADC's management.

4.4 - A side effect of funding difficulties is seen in declining
financial performance as evidenced by the slow completion of contracts in
progress which increased from W448 billion in 1982 to W576 billion in 1984,
and falling profitability as measured by the ratio of operating profit to
operating assets (see Tables 10 and 11). The Corporation which had earned an
operating profit of Wl billion in 1982 and W1.6 billion in 1983 barely
managed to break even in 1984. Over 60% of ADC's long-term funds has come as
advances for work carried out on behalf of the Government.

4.5 Experience gained in Miho and other projects has enabled ADC to
undertake with success, consulting services in about 9 countries, preparing
feasibility studies of its own projects, and conducting technical training
programmes in the field of agricultural engineering and water management for
some 460 participants from about 27 countries.

4.6 ADC's analysis of projects could be strengthened by improving the
method and data base of economic analysis as currently practised. To
illustrate, the economic price of rice is derived based on Thai rice
(polished) to which are added inappropriate costs such as polishing costs
and interest on loans. This procedure overstates the projected price thereby
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distorting investment decisions. Also the economic data are not routinely
updated. ADC is r,w aware of these shortcomings and can be expected to take
corrective measures speedily, given the competence of its staff.

Consulting Services

4.7 After some delays, ADC entered into technical cooperation
agreements with an international consulting firm for reviewing dam and canal
designs. It made good use of the consultants in the design and construction
of these structures.

Procurement

4.8 Following implementation of several Bank-financed projects, ADC's
procurement procedures became well established and coordinated with the
Office of Supply of the Republic of Korea (OSROK). Consequently, no major
difficulties were encountered in meeting the requirements of 'Bank Group
Guidelines for Procurement'. The successful contractors for the civil works
were all Korean firms.

Operation and Maintenance

4.9 Until 1979, after completion of a project, ADC turned over as soon
as possible all the constructed facilities of the project to the Local
Farmland Improvement Association. Since 1980, ADC has operated and
maintained all the facilities of the newly implemented projects for a period
ranging from 2 to 5 years. Under the project only Sub-project I has so far
been transferred. This was taken over by E4m Sung FLIA in January 1983.

4.10 FLIAs are parastatal bodies set up by and responsible to the MAF.
Their job is to operate and maintain systems above 50 ha, to improve
paddylands under the system and to cover costs bv collecting charges from
the beneficiaries. The Eum Sung FLIA's current performance indicates that
works are being maintained satisfactorily and that cost recovery is almost
100%.

Training

4.11 Although no specific arrangements were made for provision of
training under tne project, ADC's regular training activities proved to be
adequate. After the establishment of its Training Institute in 1977, about
5,200 ADC staff members have received training in the field of irrigation,
drainage improvement, agronomy, mechanical engineering, geology, soil
sciences and administration. In addition, ADC has provided technical
training to over 3,500 persons from FLIAs and an unspecified number of HNG
leaders.

Accounting and Reporting

4.12 AOC has maintained project accounts in a satisfactory manner, and;---
as required under the Loan Agreement, had its final accounts for each fiscal
year audited by a recognised firm of chartered accountants who have issued
unqualified reports.
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4.13 Quarterly reporting on physical and financial progress followed
practices and formats established under Yong San Gang Irrigation Project-
Stage I. The reports were submitted regularly but were found to be
lnadequate. Bank supervision (August 1978) suggested certain improvements
and provided sample formats indicating the information to be included. A
quantitative analysis of agricultural performance was also requested to be
compiled in the annual report for the project. ADC saw the advantages of
these improvements and implemented the changes as suggested by the Bank.

Agricultural Inputs and Supporting Services

4.14 Progress in the irrigation development under the project caused an
increase in the use of farm inputs. As shown in Table 12, powertillers
utilised in the area increased over the period 1977-1983 from 3,244 to
11,623, tractors from 24 to 107, power sprayers from 2,501 to 5,928, combine
harvesters from 1 to 80, binders from 40 to 175, and transplanters from 4 to
637. Fertilizer use (NPK) has increased from a total of 17,354 MT in 1977
peaking in 1979 at 23,265 MT. Reflecting the decline in HYV rice
cultivation, fertilizer use dropped to 17,730 MT in 1981 and further to
14,126 MT in 1983, consistent with the national trend. The supply of
agricultural chemicals increased from 766 MT in 1977 to 987 MT in 1983.

4.15 Agricultural services in the area are well organised and have
adequately supported the farmers in realising the benefits of improved
irrigation and land development. The Office of Rural Development (ORD), a
department of MAF, is responsible for research and agricultural extension
services. Although the number of extension agents have not been increased in
the area, services available to the farmers are considered adequate given
the high level of efficiency of Korean agricultural agents and responsive
and market-oriented farmers. The National Agricultural Cooperative
Federation (NACF) has been active in the area supplying agricultural credit,
marketing farm products and inputs and providing storage. Loans extended by
NACF have increased enabling farmers to purchase the needed inputs.

Farmers' Organizations

4.16 Farmers' organizations in the project area consisted of 3 FLIAs
with 17,125 farmers, 211 Heung Nong Gye (HNG) with 6,879 members, and 27
agricultural cooperatives with 38,174 farmers (Table 13). Of the three
FLIAs, the Eum Sung FLIA had taken over for the operation and maintenance of
Sub-project I. A total of 166 HNGs were formed from the beginning of the
project. The HNG, a voluntary organization of farmers' action groups each
comprising about 30 farmers, supports FLIA activities such as equitable
distribution of irrigation water, operation and m4intenance of canals and
collection of water charges. No new agricultural cooperatives were organized
during the project implementation period as the existing 27 units were
considered adequate to service the area.

Compliance With Covenants

4.17 Table 14 sets out the position with regard to the compliance with
covenants by ADC. Brief explanatory details on each covenant are also noted
therein. It is seen that all the covenants agreed on in the Loan Agreement
were complied with satisfactorily except the one relating to prompt
provision of funds by the Government. Inadequate funding is the dominant
cause of delay in project implementation.
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Cost Recovery

4.18 The Loan Agreement provided for at least 30% of the construction'
cost of the project to be financed with the proceeds of a loan from the NACF
to the appropriate FLIA who would be the sub-project owners. While sub-
project I has been handed over by ADC to the concerned FLIA, sub-projects II
and IV are expected to be handed over soon after completion. Farmers are
expected to pay the full cost of operation and maintenance through a water
charge imposed by the FLIA, as well as repay the FLIA loan at an interest
rate of 5.5% p.a. over 35 years, including a grace period of five years.
Recovery of water charges from the farmers, and the repayment of the loan by
FLIAs are found to be regular.

V. AGRICULTURAL IMPACT AND ECONOMIC RE-EVALUATION

A. Impact on Agricultural Production

Intended Impact

5.1 The major production impact intended by the project was an increase
in annual rice production 1/ to about 97,000 tons, from the pre-project
24,000 tons, and annual barley production to about 12,500 tons from the pre-
project 3,600 tons. These were expected to be achieved principally by
accelerating the adoption of high yielding variety (HYV) of rice in the
summer and by expanding barley planted area in the winter (see Table 15).

5.2 In addition, the project was expected to increase production of
fruits and of other upland crops by reclaiming uncultivated lands outside of
the area to be served by the irrigation works. It was projected that the
above full development production would be reached in 1986.

5.3 Since there were significant changes in the appraised irrigation
and land development plan during the course of project implementation, the
actual crop development has not taken place as originally envisaged. The
impact of the project on crop production is therefore not stricly comparable
with appraisal estimates. However, an attempt has been made, to the extent
possible, to compare such changes as use of HYV rice, development of barley
cultivation, per hectare crop yields, and cropping intensity, with those
projected at the time of appraisal;

Change in the Appraisal Irrigation and Land Development PlaI

5.4 Table 16 sets out the revised irrigation and land development plan
compared with that at appraisal, together with the corresponding pre-project
land use status. As can be seen, six major irrigation and land development
works included in the appraised project were reduced to three, for reasons
explained in Chapter III. All the upland and orchard development plans were
cancelled, and the plan was revised to develop only irrigated paddyland.

1/ All rice and barley production figures in this report are on polished
basis.
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5.5 There was a substantial change in location of th, project area as
reflected in the different pre-project land use betwec the revised and the
original plan. About 5,400 ha included in the app iised project were
excluded, and about 3,800 ha located outside the original project area were
added to the revised project area. The revised project area was reduced to
about 11,100 ha in total from the original of about 12,700 ha.

5.6 The development works completed so far by the project include about
7,180 ha in the sub-projects 1, II and IV 1/ (including the additional 1,300
ha serviced by pumping water from Baegkok Dam, which is outside the
appraised area), and about 2,000 ha serviced from the Miho Dam and located
outside the original project area. 2/ Since the Bank loan disbursements
were limited to the above three sub-proJects, the assessment of the project
impact dealt with below is confined to 7,180 ha in the above sub-projects'
areas.

Overall Crop Development

5.7 The data used for compiling the crop development which has taken
place over the past eight years in the impact area are largely based on
various data estimated by ADC.

5.8 Land use. Annual changes in land use during the past eight years
In the sub-projects I, II and IV are summarised in Table 16. The irrigated
paddyland has increased from the pre-project (1978) 230 ha to the current
7,180 ha, including about 1,140 ha of the project consolidated paddyland.

5.9 Use of HYV rice. Estimates of annual planted area of HYV and
traditional varieties 3/ of rice are shown in Table 16. At present, about
2,900 ha or 40% of total rice cropped area is estimated to be planted with
HYV rice. The remaining area (about 4 300 ha or 60%) is planted with
traditional rice. In comparison with the appraisal projection the current
use of HYV rice is substantially lower than expected. At appraisal it was
estimated that on average 90% of the area would be planted with HYV (100% in
the consolidated paddyland and 80% in the non-consolidated paddyland).

1/ See Chapter III.

2/ The area is reported to have been partially irrigated before the project
(see Table 15). With the construction of Miho Dam (ADC-funded) in the
sub-project III, the area is now receiving full irrigation supply.

]/ HYVs are commonly known in Korea as "Tongil" type varieties developed
from crosses between indica (IRRI lines) and japonica. Traditional
varieties in this report refer to the improved japonica either developed
in Korea or introduced from Japan. Use of these terms (HYV and
traditional) are somehow misleading as the yield difference between the
two is not so great. However, to maintain consistency with the appraisal
report, they are also used in this report.
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5.10 The lower actual use of HYV rice is mainly attributed to the -
inferior varietal characteristics (other than its high yielding capacity) of
the presently available HYVs. Compared to traditional varieties, HYVs are
inferior in eating quality as reflected in its lower market price. 1/ In
addition, HYVs require more fertilizers to obtain the potential hTgher
yield, 2/ and are less tolerant to occasional lower temperature in September
when the crop is entering its ripening stage immediately after flowering. 3/
A broad analysis carried out, summarised in the table below, shows that per
hectare returns from traditional rice are higher than those from HYV rice,
using 1985 prices. rn terms of 1976 prices (at the time of appraisal) the
situation was the reverse. This is a reflection of the changes in relative
prices with the higher national production of rice, and consumer preference
for traditional varieties of rice.

Irrigated Traditional Irri1ated HYV
1976 prices 1985 prices 1976 prices 1985 prices
. . . . . . . . . . (Won'000/ha . . . . . . .

Value of production 1,262 3,628 1,438 3,594

Cost of production 279 1,138 307 1,198

Net 983 2,490 1,131 2,396

5.11 Non-rice crops. Crops other than rice, include barley, potato,
garlic and other high value horticulture crops. 4/ Other than barley,
growing of these crops was not foreseen at appraisal. However, attainment of
near self-sufficiency in rice in the late 1970s led to reduced Government
support for a grow-more-barley campign, which resulted in the lower
purchasing quotas for barley by the Government. Consequently, farmers looked
for more profitable alternative crops.

1/ Average annual farm gate prices for HYV and traditional rice in 1984
were Won52,390 and Won6O,340 per 100 1 (80 kg), respectively (Grade a
rice), for the first six months of 1985 they were Won56,100 and
Won65,600 respectively.

2/ The current recommended fertilizer rates are 150:95:110 kg per ha (NPK)
for HYVs and 110:70:75 kg per ha (NPK) for traditional varieties.
(Average for the plain area in Korea).

3/ Low temperature during this crop stage affect the rate of grain filling
and the decrease the yield. Low temperatures occured in September 1980,
and resulted in a nationwide reduction in crop harvest (2 million tons
less than 1979 harvest). Since then, the use of HYVs has significantly
declined.

4/ These include strawberry, pepper and off-season vegetables intensively /

cultivated in the hot house. The area cf this type of cultivation is
very limited as it requires high investment and intensive crop
management.
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5.12 In this context it is difficult to claim that the diversification
of winter cropping is attributed to the project works, because these crops
are virtually grown under rainfed conditions, and this change has taken
place throughout the country. However, it is likely that the general
development within the project area resulted in a more rapid growth In the
area devoted to winter crops, as compared to what would have occurred
without the project.

5.13 Cropping intensity. It is estimated that the overall cropping
intensity has increased from the pre-project lq8% to the present 149% (see
Table 16). This increase is due to the increased area under non-rice crops
in the winter. The estimated cropping intensity at present is about 10%
higher than that projected at appraisal for the irrigated paddyland. The
irrigation intensity has increased from 3% to 100%.

5.14 Crop yields. Table 17 sets out the pre-project and the current crop
yields estimated by ADC, compared with the appraisal projection. The ADC
estimated 'actual' pre-project rice yields are higner than those estimated
at appraisal. This is due to the delay in project implementation; the actual
pre-project year is 1978, whereas the appraisal pre-project year is 1975.

5.15 Rice yields presently attained in the irrigated (non-consolidated)
paddyland are considerably higher, at 5.0 ton/ha for HYVs and 4.3 tons/ha
for traditional varieties, as compared with the appraisal full development
yields (1986) projected at 4.4 and 3.5 tons/ha respectively. The present
rice yields in the irrigated paddylands with land consolidation are
estimated by ADC at 4.8 ton/ha for traditional rice and 5.5 ton/ha for HYV
rice. At appraisal the latter 1/ was projected at 4.8 ton/ha.

5.16 The mission has some reservation on the above higher yields
estimated for the consolidated paddyland. Although it is generally
recognized by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries that the paddyland
consolidation in Korea leads to an average yield increase of 330 kg/ha, no
survey has been conducted to quantify the effect of the consolidation on
rice yields in the project area. Moreover, the mission's discussion wi4h
agricultural staff of ADC, Office of Rural Development (ORD), and interviews
with a few benefitted farmers in the project area reveal that it is
difficult to quantify the actual extent of yield increase.

5.17 Land consolidation itself may not necessarily result in much yield
increase compared with yield attained in the ron-consolidated irrigated
paddyland, particularly in a country like Korea where high level of yield
has been attained in the non-consolidated paddylarid. It appears that the
real effect of the land consolidation on rice cultivation is in terms of
reduction in the production cost due to saving of labour input through easy
crop management and mechanization, and saving of irrigation water. Available
information, however, is inadequate to assess the effect in this regard.
Furthermore, farmers tend to apply a higher level of fertilizers and with
mechanization have better land preparation on consolidated areas which could
result in higher yields.

1/ No traditional rice was expected to be grown in the consolidated land
according to the appraisal projection (see para. E.9)
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5.18 Barley yields projected at appraisal (2.4 ton/ha) are in line with
those currently obtained (2.3 ton/ha). However, the appraisal estimate is
made on the assumption that barley would be irrigated. 1/ Barley presently
cultivated after rice is not irrigated. The existing FLIAs in the project
area do not operate the irrigation system during the non-rice crop season.

5.19 Crip yields other than rice and barley cannot be compared with the
appraisal projection as these crops were not expected to be cultivated in
the irrigated paddyland according to the appraisal report.

5.20 With regard to the yield development period, the appraisal report
assumed that farmers would achieve the projected yield levels over five
years. ADC estimates on this show much earlier attainment of the current
high yield levels which exceeded the appraisal projection. This fast
achievement of high yield levels is probably due to farmers' very good crop
management technique.

5.21 Overall crop production. Development of annual total crop
production over the past eight years is summarised in Table 3. Rice
prnduction has increased within the three sub-projects (I, I1 and IV) from
the pre-project 19,000 tons to the current 33,000 tons. Barley production
has also increased from about 1,000 to 3,400 tons.

5.22 Use of farm inputs. Since no survey has been conducted on the use
of farm inputs in the project area, accurate assessment on this cannot be
made. Annual statistics on farm use of inputs for three counties 2/ involved
in the project summiarised in Table 18, indicate some Tnteresting
developments taking place during the project implementation.

5.23 Fertilizer use has significantly declined county-wide since the
late 1970s. This decline appears to be reflected by the declining use of HYV
rice which requires more fertilizers than traditional rice. There was a
sharp increase in insecdicide use in 1978 and the increased level has
continued. Use of herbicide indicates a steady increase since 1977.

5.24 There has been a substantial increase in numbers of farm machinery
including tractors, power tillers and power sprayers since 1977. Paddy
transplanters, combine harvesters and binders were first introduced in the
counties in 1978 and their increase has been also noticeable. It is
generally considered that the continued high subsidy on rice price as well
as profitable job opportunities in non-agricultural sectors have largely
contributed to the increase in mechanized f rming. It is not possible to
assess to what extent the consolidation, whic:n it is claimed facilitates
farm mechanization, has accelerated the above increase, as no such
information is presently available for the three counties.

Farm Incomes

5.25 A farm budget has been prepared for an average 1.5 hectare holding.
Sitice paddy conversion by ADC did not materialise as envisaged at appraisal,
the representative budget excludes such areas from the assumed cropping
patterns. Details of the crop budgets and the farm budget are shown in
Tables 19 and 20. As exp' ined above, cropping intensities both with and

1/ See page 2, Annex 7, SAR.

2/ Jincheon-gum, Eumseong-gum and Gaesam-gum
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without project are higher than those assumed at appraisal. In the without
project case, the assumed cropping intensity is expected to materialise six
to seven years later than the full development cropping intensity with
project. The estimated net income with the project exceeds by 23% the income
without project, as compared with the 59% estimated at appraisal for a 1.5
ha holding. The reduced impact is principally on account of the higher
cropping intensity without project (123% at appraisal, as compared to 137%
as revised); furthermore, there has been a decline in the plantings of HYV
rice, due to the change in its relative profitability vis-a-vis traditional
rice.

B. Economic Re-Evaluation

5.26 An economic re-evaluation has been undertaken for three (numbers I,
II and IV) of the five sub-projects. Work on the other two sub-projects
(numbers III and V) has only started recently in 1984/85 (completion
expected in 1988), and it is too early to undertake any economic re-
evaluation. Furthermore, virtually no funds have been disbursed from the
World Bank loan for these two sub-projects.

5.27 The analysis has been carried out in 1985 prices, with past
expenditures restated in 1985 price terms by using the wholesale price
index. Phased investment costs in current terms, as well as in economic
terms for the purposes of the analysis, are shown in Tables 21 to 23 for the
three sub-projects respectively. The details regarding irrigated land
development and cropping patterns actually obtained, as compared with the
assumptions at the time of appraisal, are discussed above. Cropping patterns
for the total cropped area both with and without project, used for the
analysis are shown in Tables 26 to 28. As mentioned earlier, the mission was
unable to obtain any survey data for the project area which showed the
impact of land consolidation activities on crop yields. The ADC in its
computations for this project has estimated that rice yields are 500 kg/ha
higher, and barley yields 400 kg/ha higher on consolidated areas, as
compared with non-consolidated areas. In the absence of any other data, the
mission has accepted the above increments in estimating the revised economic
rates of return (ERR).

5.28 1990 border prices, in 1985 constant terms, for rice, barley, 1/
soybean, and fertilizers, derived from IBRD commodity price forecasts, have
been used in the analysis (Table 25); no distinction has been made in the
prices for incremental production prior to 1985 as it is insignificant in
the context of the total project. 2/ The following conversion factors have
been used in converting the financial prices of non-traded items:

Unskilled Labour, including Farm Labour 0.64
Heavy Equipment Cost 0.84
Fuel and Lubricant Costs 0.76
Indirect Labour Costs 0.79
Standard Conversion Factor (SCF) 0.94

1/ The price of barley is estimated at 85% of wheat border prices.

?y The project generated incremental production really began in any
significant quantity in 1983.
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The financial prices of non-traded project output such as potato, garlic and
red pepper are based on the average price for the past five years, restated
in 1985 terms, adjusted by the SCF. Table 24 summarises prices used. A 35
year period of analysis has been used for the purposes of estimating ERRs;
in view of the much longer estimated life of the irrigation facilities a
residual value of 25% of total investment cost has been assumed in Year 35.

5.29 Based on the above assumptions, the cropping pattern and yield
assumptions shown on Tables 26 to 28, the current estimate of ERR, for the
three sub-projects re-evaluated as a whole, is around 7% (see Table 29) as
compared with the appraisal estimate for the total project of 15%. If the
yield increment on land consolidated ar:eas as compared with non-consolidated
areas, were to be taken at two-thirds of the level assumed by ADC, the ERR
would fall to 6.3%. While the SAR estimates different ERRs for the four
major dam works proposed, as well as the small dams, land consolidation, and
upland reclamation, these have not been individually re-estimated at this
stage. This is on account of the fact that the number of dams, their
locations and the geographic locations of many of the areas serviced have
changed (8 reservoirs were constructed as against 12 planned), thereby
making any comparisons between sub-component ERRs no longer valid. However,
current estimates of the ERRs of the sub-projects as a whole have been
derived as follows:

Irrigated Area Land Paddy ERR
Developed Consolidation Conversion XT

. . .. . .. . .. (h-a)T ._ .

Sub-project 1 1,510 620 1/ 450 6.0

Sub-project II 2,170 365 520 7.0

Sub-project IV 3,270 150 2/ 430 7.0

Total 6,950 1,135 1,400 7.0

1/ Includes 180 ha of previously irrigated area, which was consolidated
under the project.

2/ Includes 50 ha of previously irrigated area which was consolidated
under the project.

5.30 The principal factors which have contributed to the lower ERR as
compared with the appraisal estimates, are the following:

l) There were considerable delays in completion of project works and
land development works were completed in 1985/86 as compared with
the appraisal estimate of 1981.

11i) Against the SAR target of 9,347 ha to be developed under the
project within sub-projects I, II, and IV, a total of 7,180 ha were
actually developed.

Mii) Combined with the above, investment costs were considerably higher
than those estimated at appraisal (see Table 7). SAR estimates for
the costs of dams and canals were US$4,250/ha for the total
project, as against actual costs of around US$6,300/ha; for land
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consolidation the figures are US$1,820/ha versus US$8,160/ha
respectively.

iv) In contrast to the expectations at appraisal that farmers would
increasingly take to planting HYV rice which gives between 15-20%
higher yields as compared to traditional varieties, there has been
a decline in HYV plantings in favour of traditional varieties. In
addition, upland reclamation of 1,200 ha, which accounted for 5% of
total Investment costs in economic terms and yielded an SAR
estimated ERR of 35% was not implemented.

VI. BANK PERFORMANCE

Overall Performance

6.1 Despite delays in implementation, Bank assistance to the project
allowed acceleration of investment programmes in irrigation and land
development to support ROK's efforts to achieve food self-sufficiency and
improved incomes and living standards of the farming population. To this
end, and also to be in line with rural development policies of the
Government, the project design adopted an area specific approach involving
execution of an integrated package of irrigation and land improvement works
in a specific area typical of the interior regions of the country. Given the
adequacy of the provision of agricultural extension, input supply and
credit, implementation of works to provide complementing irrigation water
and land improvements was entrusted to a single agency (AOC). The project
formulation within this context is therefore considered appropriate and
justified.

6.2 A strong feature during project implementation has been the
constructive dialogue and rapport between Bank staff and the executing
agency. The project did not encounter any major problems during its
preparation, appraisal, and implementation. This relative success is mainly
due to ADC's long experience with irrigation and land development works.
Project implementation was monitored closely by the Bank, drawing attention
to potential difficulties and eliciting appropriate action from Government
agencies such as Economic Planning Board and Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries. In particular, the importance of adequate budgetary allocations,
which remained the single greatest problem throughout the project
implementation period, was stressed by the Bank during supervision.

Supervision

6.3 The Bank's supervisory effort was adequate. The Bank fielded 8
supervision missions in the five year implementation period. Mission
composition wis technically strong, and there was good staff continuity
between missions (see Basic Data Sheet). As a result of suggestions made by
the Bank during supervision, improvements were made resulting in improved
reporting and better provision of budgetary funds. Nevertheless, inadequate
funding has plagued the project, considerably delaying the completion of
project works, a factor beyond the control of the ADC ur the Bank. In
discussions with the Government, the Bank decided to limit disbursements to
selected sub-projects. This was deemed necessary and seems justified.
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VIH. CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED

7.1 The project has made a valuable contribution, along with the other
rural investments implemented under the on-going programmes, towards the
comprehensive and integrated development of the Miho Watershed area.
Although work on some sub-projects are still in progress, all major dam and
canal construction have been completed making it possible for farmers to
have a reliable supply of irrigation water. This has promoted increased
production of rice and alleviation of balance of payments deficits. Incomes
of farmers in the project area have also increased and are now well above
poverty level.

7.2 The institutional impact of the project has been significant. ADC
has gained useful technical experience in dam construction allowing it to
concurrently implement several irrigation projects in the country and
provide consulting services overseas. ADC must be rated a success in
attracting funds for irrigation and land development. In addition to the
Bank, Asian Development Bank and Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund, Japan
have provided loans to ADC.

7.3 The project, however, seems unattractive in economic terms. The
economic rate of return suggests rather low cost effectiveness.

7.4 Major lessons which can be learned from the project are that it is
desirable to:

a) obtain a specific commitment from the borrower Government in the
Loan Agreement to allocate the necessary local funds;

b) ensure adequate preparation of the final design of sub-projects
particularly in respect of command areas and engineering works
prior to loan negotiations; where this is not possible and designs
are finalised during project implementation, sub-projects should be
reassessed according to previously agreed selection criteria
including minimum economic rate of return.

c) assess carefully in advance the chances of securing agreement for
the execution of construction components that require farmers'
consent;

d) have continuity of technically strong team of Bank supervising
staff as has occured in this project.
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TabLe 1

KOREA

NIH0 WATERSHED AREA OEVELOFWENT PROJECT
(Loan 13194Z0)

Selected Indicators of Structural Changes In Korea - 1976-84

1976 1978 1980 1982 1984

1. Share of Manufacturing (%)

GNP 27.2 27.6 28.8 28.0 29.2
Labour force 21.3 22.4 21.1 21.1 23.2
Exports 89.8 89.8 92.3 93.7 95.0

2. Share of Agriculture (S)

GNP 23.9 20.0 14.4 14.8 13.9
Labour force 44.6 38.4 34.0 32.1 27.1
Exports 2.7 4.0 2.6 !.8 1.7

3. Share of Gross Agric. Receipts (I)

Cereals 48.0 39.0 43.0 1/ n.a.
Fruits & vegetables 23.0 O7.0 22.0 ] n.a.
Livestock products 21.0 19.0 22.0 jj n.a.
Other 8.0 15.0 13.0 j] n.a.

4. Share of Far. Household Income
from Off Farm (1) 20.3 28.1 34.8 32.1 n.a.

5. Share of Population in Farm
Households (%) 35.7 31.2 28.4 24.6 22.2

6. Cultivated Area per Fann (ha) 0.96 1.00 1.02 1.09 1.09

7. Farm Inputs per rhousand
Hectares of Cultivated Area

Power tillers (No.) 55 88 132 194 250
Power threshers (No.) 65 84 100 116 133
Water pumps (No.) 38 81 88 113 127
Chemical fertilizers (at) 287 390 377 283 354
iop1oyed farm workers (No.) 2,503 2,331 2,112 2,121 1.816

Source: Major Statistics of Korean Economy 1985 - EPS. KAF. Report on the
results of the Farm Household Survey - various issues.

if 1981 figure.
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KOREA

MItlO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PRUJ LU
(Loon 1319-KO)

Status ot Ovesall Prolect and Bank-Finarced S#u-P'QJle

Apraisal Total Revised 1985 ana after
u to Dec. 1984

Overall Protect ........ (........ ....... (ha) .................

1. Irrication Develooment 8.315 10.910 8.186 2.724

a. Paddy conversion 2.046 1.971 1.372 599
b. Land consolidation 1.450 1,513 861 652
C. Upland irrigation 495 - - -
d. Paddy irrigation without

land consolidation 4.325 7.426 5.953 I/ 1.473

2. Uoland Reclamation 1,200 - - -

3. Land Consolidation in
Presently Irrioated Area 3.150 227 277 -

l0tal 12 665 .L131 8B413 2,724

Bank-Financed Sub-Pro1ects _ 2 _44-1_ i2 4-3 ogtal UD tkQOC ___4

1. Irrigation Develooment 1.513 2.169 1.927 LI 577 762 6.948 6,18b

a. Paddy conversion A 0 C 7 - - - - 7
Fgcmeru (Esttmate) 419 656 61 190 208 1,573 1 3b5,

b. Lane consolidation 443 365 - 53 s0 911 861
c. Upland irrigation - - - - - -
d. Paddy irrigation without land

consolidation 644 1,148 1.860 334 504 4.45 :S.9bj

2. Upland Reclattatlton

3. Lnd Consolidation itn Presently
Irrigated Area 177 - - so5 227 227

Total 1.090 2.169 1.927 57 82 7.17S 4l

I-4

Source: Agricultural Development Corporation

w
I Includes 2,000 tia outside appraised project area being supplied DS project irriyatton water.
1/ 1,300 ha served by a pumping station is situated outside the appraisal project area.



S1t1O WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-K0)

Physical Taroets - Appraised and Achieved

Actual as ot Startf.t I/ Couapletion
Unit Appraised Revised Dec. 84 -&Pr n AtL.A! SL.o Ac.tel

Aumdflh ea 1.S00o 1.513 .583 b/t,i 8S/I 4/Usi 12/bi
Dd* * Im 2 240 255 255 6/76 8/77 4/80 12/Si
Dam 2 * 270 177 177 6:76 8/77 4/80 12810
Dam 3 - t33 133 6/76 8/77 4080 12/81

ae,nodonu ba 2.360 2.169 2.169 6/76 9/79 4/80 12/03
Dam I 4 210 237 237 6/76 9/76 4180 12183
Dam 2 c 230 206 206 6176 9/76 4180 10184

Saekoop ha 1.685 3.074 3.074 10/77 5/81 4/80 10/84 tp
Dan a 220 410 410 10/77 5/81 4/80 12/84

oonna Dha 1.570 3.399 2.000 10/77 12/77 12/81 12/al
fliho Dam ai m - 174 174 10777 12102 12/81 12/85
teanna. m 260 20S 50 10/77 5/81 12/1S 12/87

Small DOms and Weirs ha 1.200 705 192 6/76 5/81 12/S1 32/08
no 22 t0 4 6/76 5/8t 12/81 12/88

Others5
Main Canals km 130 to9 144 6/76 8/71 12/81 12/US
Secondary Canals km 140 225 139 6776 4/78 12J91 12788
Conversion to paddy ha 2.045 1.971 1.372 6/76 9/79 12/81 12/88
Land Consolioation (Paddy) ha 4.650 1.740 t.138 10/76 10/78 5/81 :2/8t
Development of Furrom Irrigatto.. ho 595 - - 10/76 - 58t
Development of Orchard Land to 550 - _ 1/78 - 12/7)
Upland Reclamation o*& *.200 -l- /77 5/s
Channel Improvement Do 80 19 19 10t76 Iflail 4/Ou ex:na
Village Access Roads h 150I 11 It 1/77 9,19 5179 I2?8.
Nurvels and Mapping - - 1,76 1/6 12/79 6/lb

~AiQI.: Agricultural Development Coepurattion.

Of Iqcludes preparation of designs and tender documents, bidding. award of contracts and constr.stion.

z Crest letstbte 

I/ Mat under World Bank loan.



KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPME#T PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Suotsetat Al locations
(Biltion won)

976b 1977 1_7t 19/92 198I 1981 1IM .t;lt 21a4 1985

Requested 0.3 0.7 5.0 6.8 5.* 12.0 12.0 12.0 14.5 14.2

Allocated 0.3 0.7 2.1 2.9 4.0 9.0 8.b 9.U 12.7 8.4

Deticit - - 2.9 3.9 1.1 3.0 3.4 3.0 1.8 6.8

Surc: Agricultural Development Corporation

I 
ED



KOREA

MIND0 WbTEw5D PA EYW.N le6lBECT
(1080 1319-10)

Low.risan f Npral end *au!dC1 LsA_Ug 3JI t2.8

boraisal Estje I/ 'c . 1.43 Cha1 Clsts ta .g84j tl (1 b85-1968)

krOu"1124nent Unit Santit, Von us$ QjLtijA Von US) Iq-pij go iss Quantity lion US$

Billion Pillion hillia mini" BDwd Dsed 2illien Mlillion

ii-RLL S Cha 8,3t5 17.2 35.4 6,186 33.7 48.6 (26) 6 37 4,72b 18.3 20.2

44LAW RIe I/ ha 81"0 1.2 19.t 3,188 5.2 7.2 88 (43) (621 1,513 7.2 8.4

Ceanwsio of Uplad ha 2,445 2.B 5.8 4 - - -- - - --

Land Consolidation ha 4,631 4.1 8.4 1,6O 5.2 7.2 76 27 (14) - 5.9 7.1

Uplio Develop-nml (Irrigated) ha 495 0.5 1.3 - 6,03? 301 - (99) (99) 1.3 1.4

Uplad Reclauation ha 1,280 1.4 2.9 - - - - - -

Upland Dewelooet (Orchards) ha 558 8.4 3.9 - - - - - - - -

Channel Nprnement 
Ii 

168 1.3 2 19 2.t 3.2 81 62 23 _ __

ccess Roads i 15 1.3 2.7 11 0.3 0.6 93 (77) (78) - - -

Survying & Rapping - - 0I5 lt - 2.0 3.4 - 330 0t? - 6 03 6.64

Technical Assistance - - S.1 0.2 - 8.07 1.1 - (93) (51) - - -

Vehicles - - 0.35 0.1 - 0 02 1.04 - (60) C6b) - 0.12 0.13

Feasibility Stedy - - 0.6 1.2 - 6.35 I.5 - (42) (t8) - 3.18 0.13

Right-of-Va, ha IVA 3.7 7.6 928 11.5 16.6 - 111 11J 317 3.7 4.3

naterials 5/ _ 6 - - - 6.2 8.9 - 3.4 4.1

Engineerinqg 6 Adrinistration - 5L5 7..Z. 7 .I 2O .1 -

Tetal ?reject Cost - 36.4 75.0 69.1 9.3 90 32 34.8 41.0

I/ Physical continpucies Von2,386 A8 US$4.75 11) An price contingeocies of llont2,981 A (US126.6 1) iirectly allocated te prolecs conpeents.

I/ trice continqecy of VWn3,660 N (US$4.3 N) apportioned to project cousponeot on the basis of estinated base cost;

goo converted est. exchoge rate of US$1 = 9n847.
3/ See Table 3. .

cr

I ,32 la rT te, done d bf farms thenselus, and anstke 599 ha espected dnriag 185-19I. 

t bterials ae procwred by MC ad s pplied to coatractors actordin ta sab-proljts. Iaterial cost canot therefore be

prdcisely identified with project copets.



QQJLADsraLsIiLa.tS4lUESijLSiI

b!Qtais, siaatei 1/ finiI!Su Vr,i!
!riJ=I Conoment lJn- i~ 9titx r@ulSost .4hiLCN v qgtilo ili- tIS VI C1 

3illi1 lillion '6l6 lillIen tiolIon 'Sof

Dans & snjjj Zt lii 9,315 I7.2 15.4 .,1I2S. 12,I1m 52.5 68.8 4,766 6, 36 202 94 139 48
S63~jin,,lg3 gJ ha !ALJ A !~ S 27 2,94 ___U244 -156 427; le !M

Coamsio of lIald ha 2,145 2.8 5.8 1,36u 2,83 - -
Uplad pme~~~~~~~~ ha ~ 4,60 4.1 6.4 61'r 1:92 1,741 1131 1u4 ,414 1,8p 161 1 671 (I5)34

~pla C o Ip4mt7 (Irtigatedl ha 4 I5 s .e 15 2 154 263 14 2 , , l7 6 t 16 3
ilawd eclition ha 1,281 1.4 2.S 1 16 2,407 - - - - -
plad Inelont OrIadsl a _ 9 - _ .6 _ - , _ _,

Charnel kpovenat bat 113 1.3 2.6 13,6#0 26 ,00 19 2.1 3.2 110,526 160,420 62 23 750 546 
cme los km ISO 1.3 2.7 11,646 15',10 . 11 1,3 1.6 27,272 54,545 18?) (78) 215 203

Sot I applng - - 6.5 1.1 - 2.0 3.4 3e0 211
Techc Assistance I I I? It) f:i7 13,)Vekic es 6.05I 6.46 8) 
Feasibility Studp (Stage III) 0.6 .? . 0.6 (17) (50

Elniaaert lag 3-7 76 15.2 20.1 311 175

Ehterl & MAdministratioen - -Hid *Li
Lo!b 11rJI sLSffl . 36.4 75.1 103.9 141.3 IC 9

I/ leprese"ts appraisal cost estimates adjusted by directiy allocating physical contingencieS and price tootingeties to indisidwi project coeyonents.

2J I/lbldes cost Incorred up to 31.12.84 plis cost to complete as shown in Table 6.



KOREA

MIiHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENTt LSJ

(Loan f319-K0)

coftract Status et S..o-ICoiects

(Won Billion)

Original Reviseo

S.d. P. -,J.e.t C-1,t, a.t Co,, t ra.. t I i.cI ttesbet Price Din., i g

Amluunt Amnotunt Escalation Modification Heena rts

I 4.UU 8.20 4.20 3.90 0.30 Sub-PRoject I Extra concrete tiiut *t o t

2 8.90 12.50 3.60 5.00 (1.40) 2 I reservoir tancntIo iu.rnp-.r
rip-rap.

3-1 I/ 4.60 9.90 1.30 0.60 0.70
3-1 ana 3-2 : extra concrete *intn9 ot canats.

3-2 I/ 9.20 9.50 0.30 - 0.30

4-1 5.30 5.60 0.30 4 0.90 (0.B0) 4-1 : 3 roservoirt caUhceCted.

4-2 2.60 3.30 0.70 0.60 0.10
4-2 ana 4-3 : Extra concrete fining ot car.als.

4 3 3.40 3.90 0.50 0.10 0.40

4-4 0.62 0.59 0.07 0.12 (0.0)s 4-4 Reservkirs cancellea.

Elec. a Mech.
4-3 0.07 0.07 - -

totat 42.59 53.56 10.97 11.22 (0.25)

*_w Aj"i.t. .. lt.,al I bevel oprnwet Curpu,ratr,

t<K. t*le Ui(it IV,l, BdIhh tOhS) 
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Table 9

KOREA

MIHO WATERSHEO AREA OEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Annual and Cumulative Loan Disbursement
(US$ '000)

IBRO Appraisal Estimate Actual Oisbursement Actual as % of
FisEca Year Annual Cumulative Annual Cumulative Disgursed

Annual Cumulative

1976

1977 100 100 25 25 25 25

1978 1,100 1,200 325 350 30 29

1979 5,800 7,000 1,600 1,950 28 28

1980 9,000 16,000 3,180 5,130 35 32

1981 7,600 23,000 5,800 10,930 76 46

1982 5,400 29,000 8,470 19,400 157 67

1983 - 29,000 5,915 25,315 - 87

1984 - 29,000 2,835 28,150 - 97

1985 - 29,000 846 28,996 - 99.98
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rable 10

KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Comparative Balance Sheets of ADC

Year Ended 31 December
1982 1983 1984

......(W billion) ...;
Assets

Property and equipment (net) 10.2 9.9 10.7
Investments 8.9 13.3 9.0
Contract work in progress 448.1 500.0 575.5
Current assets 36.7 42.1 37.7
Other assets 0.1 0.2 8.9

Total Assets 504.0 565.5 641.8

Capital and Liabilities

Paid-in capital 9.6 9.6 9.6
Capital surplus 0.2 0.2 0.3
Retained earnings 2.6 4.6 6.1

Net worth 12.4 14.4 16.0

Long-term debt 185.0 197.9 191.0
Advances from the Government 249.7 288.1 369.0
Other long-term liabilities 5.1 7.0 10.5
Employees' severance liability 16.3 18.6 19.8
Current liabilities 35.5 39.5 35.5

Total Capital and Liabilities 504.0 565.5 641.8

Current assets/current liabilities 1:1 1:1 1.3:1

Long-term debt/equity and long-term debt 94% 93% 92%

Advances from Government/long-term funds 53% 56% 63%

Source: ADC's audited financial statements
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Table 11

KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Comparative Statement of Earnings and Retained Earnings of ADC

Year Ended 31 December
1982 1983 1984
. ...... (W billion)

Earned revenues 134.2 125.7 122.6
Cost of earned revenues 131.0 122.1 120.7

Gross profit 3.2 3.6 1.9

General administrative expenses 2.2 2.0 1.9

Operating profit 1.0 1.6

Interest income 0.6 0.8 0.7
Gains from sale of property and equipment 0.6 0.4 0.05
Miscellaneous income 0.6 0.5 0.87

Earnings before taxes and special loss 2.8 3.3 1.6

Special loss (severance liability associated
with prior year) 1.7 0.9 -

Earninas before taxes 1.1 2.4 1.6

Income taxes 0.6 0.5 0.1

Earnings after taxes 0.5 1.9 1.5

Retained earnings at beginning of the year 2.1 2.6 4.5

Retained Earnings at End of the Year 2.6 4.5 6.0

Earnings after tax/equity 4% 13% 9%

Operating profit/operating assets 0.2% 0.3%

Source: ADC's audited financial statements



TabLe 12

KOREA

141140 WATERSHED ARFA DoVELOPEIENT PRlJECT
(Loan-1319-KO)

Proqress of Farm Input Use in Project Area

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Fare Machinery (Nos.)

Tractor 24 31 34 41 57 82 107

Cobine harvester - 1 7 20 35 49 80

Binder - 40 135 157 171 175 175

Transplanter - 4 36 209 339 467 637

Power tiller 3.244 4.668 5.418 6.931 8.518 10,306 11,623

Power sprayer 2.501 3,100 4,036 4.614 4,041 5.188 5,928

Fertilizer sales (MT)

N 8.088 9,615 10.972 8.768 8.429 7,961 6,626

P 5.018 5,326 6,038 4.93S 4.583 '4,000 3.496

K 4,248 5,181 6,255 5,066 4,718 4.604 4.004

Agricultural Chemicals (NT)

Insecticide 253 406 473 489 513 434 450

Herbicide 513 512 517 519 521 536 537

Soil sterilizer - - - - - -

Source: County Yearbook - Eumsung. Junchun, Coeson
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Table 13

KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA OEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Farmers' Organizations in the Project Area

Year Heung Nong GYe FLIA Agric. Cooperative
Number Members Number Members Number Members

1976 - - - - -

1977 45 1,474 3 11,264 27 37,359

1978 45 1,474 3 11,906 27 37,454

1979 98 3,393 3 12,008 27 37,540

1980 98 3,393 3 12,109 27 37,545

1981 143 4,733 3 12,823 27 38,004

1982 171 5,607 3 13,191 27 38,594

1983 171 5,607 3 17,096 27 38,424

1984 211 6,879 3 17,125 27 38,174

Source: AOC and Eumsung county yearbook and Junchun and Coesan county
yearbook



KOREA

WIHO WATERSHeO AREA DEVELOPMENT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Status of Covenants

Covenant Subject Stat:. ODealine
(Section)

Loan Agreement

j 02 ADC to assign technical and administrative staff for the Accomplished.
Project.

AOC to appoint Project Manager acceptable to the Bank. Appointmtent isade.

3.03 Employment of canal and dam design eApertS satisfactory to A-complished.
the Bank.

3.06 AOC to acquire all land and rights required for the Project Lands being appraised - tn
and furnish to the aank evidence of availability, by Korean Board ot

Appraisa) and pursnateo
as needed. Water rignts
are now held by Proje-t
beneficiaries and Pro-
vincial Government will
resolve any water use
problems.

Guarantee Agreement

2.02 Prompt provision of funds to ADC for project implementation. Inadequate.

3.07 Govetisment to collect water charUes ,sufficient to recover Operation and main- On i'sject
annual O&M costs from FLIAs ansd repay not less than 30a of tenance as well as completion.
capital cost at 3.5a p.a. over 35 years. inctuding a 5-year collection of water
grace period. charges. "ill be as-

signed to the four
existing filAs.

3 03 Government to make loans to finaisise farm e4uipment. Ip.ts AUC it) 1oope#ate 0.1 *.nOpltiut.
and hired labour. witth ORD and NACF of Project

t. assure that areas.
loans are made.

3.04- Governtment to provide funds and cause NACF to mgage loans fot A9C will cuo,perate On uimplettu tit
constructing Part E of the Project. with ORD and MACF Sub-project S it

to assure that upland reclama- a
loans are made. tion is involve.. _

e-
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KOR EA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Chanoes in Land Use. Croooina Patterna arid Pruduction in Sub-Project I. II atnd IV t/

19781 l97 9 s 1980 19a2tId 1984IU
(pre-project) (eastimateol
................................. (ha) ?'.................................

Land Use (7-180 ha)

Irrigated paddy land (non-consolidated) 230 230 540 1.120 1.3b8 2.920 5.320 6.U40
Irrigated paddy land (consolidated) - 140 290 620 620 990 1.090 1.140
Rainfed paddy land , 5,370 5.230 4,780 4,320 4,090 2.B00 560 -
.'ainfed upland 1.580 1,580 1,570 1,120 1,120 470 210 -

Croooed Area

Rainfed rice, HYV 2,680 2,610 2,380 1.o00 1.UzU 4.!U 60 -
R4ainfecl rice. Traditional 2.690 2,620 2,400 j.020 3,070 2,380 500 -
Irrigated rice. HVV 200 320 710 1.210 1.370 2.340 2.570 Z.ff8u
Irrigated rice. Traditional 30 50 120 530 600 1,570 3.840 4,300
Barley 510 530 590 700 /10 980 1.360 1.460
Uthers 3/ I f<0 1.670 1.820 1.10Q J I.60 1600 2.06Q 2.US0

lotal cropped area 7.740 7,800 8,020 8,270 8.3s0 9.29i0 10.390 10.69U
Cropping Intensity (S) 108 109 112 115 l16 129 144 149

Production ........................... ('U00 m toris)...........................

Rainfed rice 18.6 18.1 13.9 12.3 13.9 9.3 1.8 -
Irrigated rice 1.0 1.7 3.0 e.0 9.4 18.7 29.9 33.4

(Total rice) (19.6) (19.8) (16.9) (20.3) (23.3) (28.0) (31.7) (33.4)
Barley 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.3 3.1 3.4
Others / 2.4 2.9 3.9 6.5 5.9 9.8 15.0 16.3

It Mission estimates based on various ADC data.

/ Area rounded to nearest 10 ha.

a/ Others include potato, garlic. red pepper and soybeans grown on the rainfed upland us well as the irrigated
paddy land.



KOREA

MINO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Crop Yields - Aporaisal Estimates and Actual Achievemjets

Pro-Pro iect 1-uture With PrAlect
Anoraisal (19751 Actual (19781 j/ Appraisal (1086) 2,/ Actual (19a4) J/

R &/ 1 A/ R I R I IC I/ R I IC
.................................... tons/ha) ..................................

Traditional rice I/ 2.7 3.0 3.0 3.5 - 3.6 4.3 4.8

HVV rice I/ 3.1 3.4 3.9 4.6 - 4.4 4.8 - 5.0 S.5

Barley At 2.0 1.9 - - 2.4 2.8 2.3 7/ - -

White potato 12.0 - 11.3 12.0 14.0 - - 14.6 7X - -X

Red pepper 1.2 - 1.0 - 1.3 1.6 f/ - -

Soybean 0.8 - 0.9 - - - - - - _

Garlic - - - - - - - 6.02/ - -

Source. SAR-Miho Watershed Area Development Project and ADC data.

I/ Actual crop develupment due to the project has taken place from 1979.

2/ The project was expected to reach full development in 1986.

I/ Crop yields on developed area. Appraisal yield projection for 1984 is not 9iven in appraisal report.

4/ R = Rainfed; I Irrigated; IC = Irrigated with land consolidation.

5I All rice and barley yields are on polished basis.

RI Irrigated upland; development of irrigated upland has been cancelled.

7/ These are major second crops grown on irrigated paddy land. They are virtually grown uncer rainfeu cunditouri



MItIO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Progress of Farm Input Use in the Three Counties Inyolvea in the Proiect Il/

t977 1978 1979 9iQ 1981 19U2 1983

Fertilizer sgles (UT)

8.088 9,615 10,972 8768 8,429 7.961 6 b2b
P 5.018 5.326 6.038 4,935 4,583 4,000 3.496
K 4.248 5,181 6.255 5.066 4,718 4,604 4.004 1

Auricultural Chemicals (nT) w

Insecticide 253 406 473 489 613 434 450 1
Mer&licide 513 512 517 519 521 536 537

Farm Machinery (Nos.)

Tractor 24 31 34 41 57 82 tU7
Combine harvester - 1 7 20 35 49 80
Binder 40 135 157 171 175 175
Transplanter - 4 36 209 13,3 467 637
Power titter 3,244 4,668 5.418 6,931 8.518 10.306 11,623
Power sprayer 2,501 3,100 4.036 4,614 4.041 5,188 5.928

Source: County Annlual Statistics. Office ot Rural Development.

1/ J I ricteon-gun, Etimseong-gutn and Gaesan-gunt.

cr
e-

th.a
Go0*



KOREA

WINO WATERSHED AREA OEEVLOPME0 T PRJEC
(Loan 1319-KO)

Per HNctars Cost of Croc Production

P h 4 a I c a 1 I n n u t s 1/
Fertilizers La*bur Total Cost per " V

Ii h £fi Coot Wira faamily Financal £Economic
(kg) .. (.. ... (t n) (oan a) .... (won *00)

Rice:

Rainfed - TRV - P * 45 120 60 SO 8.5 38 99 841.7 -
- Wo * 45 125 65 85 7.2 35 95 804.0 I.I2S.

Rainfed - HYV - P 40 140 90 tOO 7.5 41 98 930.8 -
- wo 40 145 95 1O5 6.0 38 94 890.5 l.165.0

Irrigated - TRV - P 45 135 75 90 9.5 40 L03 915.3 -
- wo 45 140 80 95 8.0 37 99 906.9 1..'k±u.b
- w * 45 140 80 95 8.0 37 99 906.9 1.207.6
- (Ml * 45 140 80 95 8.0 28 75 1.070.6 1 1tt97 I

Irrigated - HYV - P 40 150 90 110 10.0 44 1(z 1.031.e -
- wo 40 160 95 115 8.4 41 g8 1.003.1 I.YoI
- w 40 160 95 I1S 8.5 41 98 1,004.3 1.264.1
- (w) 40 160 1oo 120 8.8 32 74 1,174.3 1.252.2

Barley - P ttO 105 60 70 8.0 29 78 672.7 -
- wo tO 110 865 75 6.8 24 76 843.8 d23.1
- w ttO 115 70 8O 7.6 24 76 677.0 843.6
- (w) 110 115 70 sO 7.6 17 56 795.5 805.9

Potato - P 1.300 ttO 95 t20 8.0 60 78 1.253.8 -
- Wo 1.300 115 100 125 6.4 5B 76 1.202.5 1.373.8
- W 1,300 120 105 125 7.2 58 76 1.217.4 1,386.1

Garlic W Wa 670 I 280 240 270 9.2 77 167 3,929.1 4,36e.4
- U 670 1 280 240 270 9.2 77 167 3,929.1 4,382.6

Soybean - p sO 45 50 40 2.0 iS a8 - -
- Wo 80 50 55 45 2.0 t5 80 - 742.5

Red pepper - P 0.6 t 235 165 t80 7.5 38 155 - -
- Wa 0.9 1 240 170 tB5 6.8 38 150 - 1.b9b.3

-4
* P = present; Wo = without project; W = with project; (W) a With project in land consOlldOtea area. S

1/ Based on AOC estiMate.
2/ Includes also costs of agro-chemicals. land preparation (draught powerJmechanizatlon). and threshing/milling.

'0



KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVEL6PMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-0)

Farm Budoet for an Averaoe 1.5 ha Holdino 1/

Pre-Pro1ect Future Witnout Project Future With Prolect

Croonred Cropped rQgo

Mo.a YVeld Value Area Y1.ia VAlu ArcA Viola val't
Iha) (tlha) (t000 Won) (ha) (tiha) (00D Won) (ha) (tiha) ('000 Wonl

Value of Production V

Rice-Rainfed HYV 0.75 3.9 10945.1 0.45 4.1 1.226.9 - - -
Rasnfed TRV 0.7S S.0 1O721.3 1.05 3.2 2.570.4 - - -

-Itaigated HYV-Consolidated - - - - - - 0.10 5.5 J45 . I
-Non Consolidated - - - - - 0.35 5.0 1.163.8
-Irrigated TRV-Consolidated - - - - - - 0.20 4.8 734.4 4.
"on Consolidated - - - - - - 0.A5 4.3 2.796.1 F-A

Barley 0.15 1.9 121.1 0.30 2.1 26?.8 0.30 2.7 344.3 1
Potato 0.10 11.3 219.2 0.20 12.5 485.0 0.20 14.5 502.b
Garlic J/ - - - 0.05 6.0 345.0 0.15 6.5 1,121.3
By Products 4/ - - 334.8 - - 364.1 - - 487 S

Total 1 75 4,341.5 205 52592 5125

joojun4_tnritv t 16 137U jA3

P'oduction Cust _Z I/ - 1.555.7 - 1.825.0 2.bz3.O

water Charges fJ - - - - - - - - 30t 0
Debt Service 7/ - - 104.0 - 122. 0 lbti.0
raxes A' - - 86.8 - - 105.2 - _ 151.5

Total Cost - - 1,746.5 - - 2Q052; - _

Net Farm Income - - 2.595.0 - - 3.207.0 - - 4.427.3

Off Farm Income - 1567.0 - - 1,567.0 - - 1t42b.0

Total Income - 4 4b2.0 - - 4- 74.- __ .653 3

Family Labour (mandays)l- - 165 - - 188 _ 200

1/ Representative budget. excluding paddy conversion areas and areas already irrigated pro-project.
2/ gased on crop budgets shown in Table 19 and prices shown in Table 24.
, Garlic used to cepresent other vegetables also grown.

rom rice and barley. -4
Includes hired labou:. and threshing and milling S.-ts for rice and barley. 0.

bt Includes bt service on project works.
;nterest |n short-term loan at 10% p.a. tur two-thirdb ul pludutItit L.ust.

9 2S of grol value of productiot.



MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Soo-Project I - Investment Costs in Financial and Economic -Terfls
(Won,OO0)

I temn 1977 198 9U 19i0 l9ii .L2A2 L9b3 1984 19 .L

Physical Development
Labour - Skilled 26.8148 119,926 191.439 212.844 277.089 1,331 - 40.925 -

- Unskilled 72.588 324,243 517.594 575.486 749.167 3.815 - 110.649 -p

Materials 58,842 261,946 418.147 464.901 605,228 2,920 - 89.390--

Heavy Equipment 43.344 193,612 309.066 343.822 447.342 2.l59 - 66.07.)--

Miscellaneous 53.544 239.189 381,787 424.477 552.599 2.668 - 81.617--
Value Addex Tax I/ 15,298 68.332 109.076 78,890 92,100 762 - --

materials - 217,460 293,187 334.036 218.471 30.391 --- 

Land Acquisition J/ 230.029 812,895 326,718 250,749 220.056 51,099 6.218---
survey & Design 194,759 - - - 12.191 - ---

Supervision 20.162 124.849 181.900 183.451 215,334 679 - - -

Administration 41.241 94.829 (481) 88.809 116,413 21.321 6.450 6.148 7.456 IZ.~J4
Lonsultants 6.952 17,492 (16.981) 2,211 511 - - - --

Katerest I/ 142.592 137.754 (37,753) (141.731) 94.131 (19.601) ----

'utal Financial Cost 904-999 2.812.507 2,673.699 2,815,525 3.800 632 97.35u i2.688 394.799 7.456, 1;-1

21
*..tal Cost in Economic
1tlfms. Ifn 1985 Prices 1 088.077 2.917.264 3,429.352 2.896.827 2.905.391 60b64, 6,142 333.297 1.009 II_tUV

.d!.9 ADC.

Not included ini total coat used for economic anialysis.

21 Adjusted into 1985 prices by using w~tiolesale priLe index; conversion factors usea are for unSI.i)Ieu labour 0.64;

neavy equipment 0.84; and SCF of 0.94 on all others. Wholesale price index used (1980 base = 11101 is as follows;
'9Ib= 49.8; 1977 54.3; 1978 8 0.8; 1979 = 12.9; 1980 = l00; 1981 = 120.4; 1982 = 126.0; 1983 - 116.3; 1984=
t27.2; 1985 a 128.0.

lb



KOREA

M11O WATERSHED AREA OEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 319-KO)

Sub-Pro1ect 11 - Investment Costs in Financial and Economic Terms

(W!n 'OG)

Ito 1979 1980 a98aa l 19838

Financial

Physical Develop.Mnt
Labour - Skilled 63.042 260.599 581.299 476,421 391.139 (le) --

- Unskilled 170.448 677.544 1.571.661 1.288,101 1.062,931 (467) -

Materials 65.801 261,567 606.743 497.274 410,347 - -

theavy EquIpment 75,141 298.693 692.861 567.855 468.590 4 -

miscellaneous 29.719 t18.129 274.014 224,577 185,317 -

Indire.t Labour 16,132 64,126 148,750 121,912 100.601 - -

Igtsurance 4.245 16.875 39.146 32.082 26,474 - -

Value Added Tax 1J/ 25.472 70,049 137,009 221,232 158.844 (32) -

Materials 52,979 295,439 497,149 314.382 308,508 2.421 -

Land AcquisitiOn 1/ 107,863 924.044 1.193.079 470.719 372,000 98.233 10.00U

Survey & Design 252,292 - - - - - -

Supervision 44,227 184.028 405.021 293.923 170.379 170 - -

Administration 31,445 61,420 100.139 95.277 176.974 15.086 12.700 17.053

Consultants 8,705 2.753 675 - - - - _

Interest If 71.546 b1,685 124.339 (25.892) - - --

Total Financial Cost 1.019.067 3 286-95t 6.371.885 4 577.863 3 834 104 -5j,k . 2 700 7 -.053

Total Costs in Economic 2/
TerMs, in 1985 PriCes 1.236 676 2-373.826 4 573.180 3.267.042 2.759 tbl _lk.Z63 11.938 Ib.UjU

Source: ADC.

j/ Not Included in total Cost used for economic analysis.

2/ Adjusted into 1985 priCes by using wholesale price index; conversion factors usea are for unskilled labour

0.64; indirect Inbour Cost 0.79; heavy equipment 0.84; and SCF of 0.94 on all others.

-4

0'



MIslO WATERSH1ED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-K0)

Sub-Proiect IV - Investment Costs in Financial and Economic Terms
(Won'000)

Item 1980 lost 1982 A9l3 1984 lios 19Sf

Financial

Physacal DOevelopment
Labour - Skilled - 282,632 497.447 351.525 206.290 83.980 18.770

Unskilled - 764.1S2 1.344,949 950.423 719.965 226.976 S4.451 4s
materials - 619.593 1.094.737 706.647 481.085 145.171 33.964 Jb
Iteavy Equipment - 460.993 805.288 503.771 295.273 85.586 19.648 1
Miscall4neous - 232.332 382.887 317.8t69 216.912 64,075 14.991
Indirect Labour - 93.222 162.776 155.471 36,622 46.927 10,979
Insurance - 29.445 41.789 28.440 6.891 5.868 1.373
value Added Tax 1/ - 86.883 286,760 181.b28 Ib3.510 73.172 17.119
Materials - 650.921 1.192,432 405.611 220,432 96.615 241

Lao-t Acquisition 1, - 1.623.788 624.561 352.05b 244.152 176.303 15.053
Survey & Oesign 343.232 257,356 95.570 -
Supervision - 288,593 476,565 Z85.70z Ib.,5993 49.322 6.67e
Atdinistration 31.743 94.859 130.303 114,z40 161.000 04.767 45.166
Consultants 13.900 8.109 423 - - -
Interest 1/ 250.730 208.126 (30.539) - - -
Contingencies - - - - - 373.494

Total Financial Cost 639.605 5.701.004 7,105.948 4,352.41b 1.913.?3 1.136.732 611.82tt

Totatl Costs in Economic j/
Terms. in 1985 Prices 467.894 3,471.'1l 5.428-718 3.272 t12 4.174 .U61 752.211 524.940

Source ADC.

1/ Not included In total cost used for OconusmiV analysis.

,a/ AoJu.tea Into 19856. pf ces by *issnt$ wnul&sale price index; conversion factors usea are for
uni.11?led labour 0.64; indirect ltaour costs 0.79: heavy equipment 0.84: and SCF of 0.94 on all
other .



Table 24

KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Farm OutPut and Inout Prices

Financial Economic
... (..W(on/kg).....

Output

Rice - Local variety 765 400 1/
- IRRI variety 665 400 1/

Barley 425 200 21
Red Pepper (dried) 3,660 3,440
Garlic 1.150 1,081
White Potato 194 182
Soybean 364 279

Inputs

Fertilizers - Nitrogen 554 426 1/
- Phosphate 500 263 Ti
- Potassium 229 250 l/
- Compost 12 11

Seed - Paddy 535 280
- Barley 350 174
- White Potato 350 328
- Red Pepper - -
- Garlic 4,140 3,891

Farm Labour (per manday) - male j/ 9,000 5,760
- female / 7,000 4,480

1/ See Table 25.
ti 85% of border price of wheat.
J/ On average 75% male and 25% female labour used.



MHIO WATERSHED AREA QEVELOPMttdT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Comoutation of Economic Prices (Pro ected 1990 Pt ic*e tn Constant 1985 Terms)

Projected 1990 Price in 1985
Constant S I/ 346 156 255 173 102

Ocean Freignt ana Insurance 35 35 - - 20

CIF Inchon/Pusan 381 191 ;5g 173 122

. ..... (Won/MT) ........... 

CIF Inchon/Pusan 4/ 333,375 167.125 223.125 151 375 106.750

Inland Transporation. nandltns.
Storage 11 70.860 70,860 (35,500) (1.5S00) 37.400

Price in Project Area 404.235 237.985 187.625 115.875 144.150

farm to Yarket Transportttion fi/ (5,400) (5.400) 5.400 5.400 5.400

Farmgate Price 398.835 232,585 193.025 121.275 149.650

Farmgate Price poe kg 400 233 193 121 ISO

Source; World Bank Commodity Price Fotecasts. Jdaul y 1985; U djusted by Massufacturing
Unit Value Incex to obtain price in 198S constant terms. Export parity prices for
Urea & tSP; import parity prices tor alI otners.

It 46% Nitrogesn.
2/ 46% Phosphate.
i/ 601 Potass I'sk.m
4i Converted at thts Cut roost rate of exc),atige of US$ 1 Won 875. 
I/ Based on financial costs adjusted using SCF of 0.94.



KOkEA

M1Y0 WATERShED Ai EeOS" RJC
(Loan 1319-KO)

Sub-Project I - Crouped Area. Yield Production Used far Antlyuss

Pre-Proiect jl Future2LLlL1ovt Pro ect _/I t• ' '
Cropped YielU Pruoation Cropped Ysel1 productCion Vi ela l-ro C t 20!!
Area (tons/ (tons) Area (tons/ (tons) Area (tons/ (tons)
(ha) ha) (ha) na) (ha) ha)

Rica

Rainted HVV 530 3.9 2.070 430 4.1 13760 - - -
TRV 530 3.0 1.590 630 3.2 w. u20 - -

Irrigated HYV Consolidated - _ _ ,85 5.5 1 o:
- Non-Consolidatea 160 4.B 740 80 S. i 40U 320 5.0 1 e.Di

Irrl9.tei TRV - Consol ilated - - - - - 435 4.8 2 090
- Non-Consolidated 2Q 3.5 _27Q 10 4.3 4.2 750 4.3 _ 23

(Total Nice) (1,24U) (4.470) (1,240) (4.blU) (l.690) ki2i4t0)

Barley 130 1.9 245 50 2.1 IU5 310 Z 4 / t,i
- PotAto 20 11.3 225 190 12.5 2,375 190 14.5 z,760

Garlic 4/ - - - 160 6.0 960 320 6.5 2.080
- Soyoean J/ 225 0.9 200 225 1.0 225 - -
- Rea Pepper 5/ 225 1.0 225 225 1.2 2f0 - -

Total Cropped Area (hA) 1.840 2.090 2.510
Cropping Intensity (%) jo 109 123 146

11 1977.
2f 1986 onwards.
fl/ 1993 Onwaros.
i/ C,a,t1c was uaed as ropreaentativo of high value crops.
fk These crops ere, used to represent crops grown In the upland before paddy land converbioll.
flu Oaseo on net cultivated area of 1.690 ha.
1' Average yield for baCtep grown in the consoltaated and non-consolidated tand. 

0'



KO>REA

Muio WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECt
(Loan 1319-K0)

Sub-Proiect li - Cronped Areaa Yield and Proauction Used for Analvsts

pre-prolect J/ Future WithG.t Protecat 2J Fut"re Kljjtj,efyiQ-cf 5
Croonea Yield Prodactlaan Cronood YieLd Produltton Croonedg Viel Prpductj_g
AArea (tons/ (tons) A(a ItonsJ (tons) Are (tons/ (tons)
(ha) ha) (ha) ha) (ha) na)

- RIce

Rainfed tVV 760 3.0 2.280 450 4.1 1.845 - - -
TRV 760 2.8 2.130 1.070 3 9 4.175 - - - OD

Irrigated HVW - Consolidated - - - - - no s.s l 0s
- Non-Consolidated - - - - - S40 5.0 2.700

Irrigated TRV - Consolidated - - - 255 4.8 1.225
- Non-Consolidated - - -- 265 4 3 40 44

(Total Rice) (1.520) (4.410) (1.520) e.02t) (2.170) (9.970)

- Barley 1tU 2.1 360 80 2.1 I/0 430 2.4 7/ tj.II
- Potato 20 12.5 250 250 12.6 3.12b 250 14.5 3 62S

Garlic 4- - - - 200 6.0 1.200 400 6.5 2.600
- Soybean SJ 260 0.9 235 260 1.0 260 - - -

Red Pepper _/ 260 1.0 260 260 1.2 310 - - -

Total Cropped Area (ha) 2.230 2,570 .3,250
Cropping Intensity (%) f 103 1)8 ISO

I/ 1980.
J 199S onwaids.
3/ 1986 onwards,
4/ (sarlic was used asb represe tattve of high value crops
0l These crops were ubed to represent crops grown in the upland before paddy land conversion.
f O/ Based on net cultivated area of 2.170 na.
li A*erage yield for barley grown in the consolidated and non-consolidated lantd. l

0*



KOREA

MtHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPME"T Enq6T
(Loan 1319-KO)

Sub-Proiert IV Cropued Area. Yield and ProdvCtlyn UOs tor Analysis

ple-Project I/ Future Wt#thout Proij;j 2,1 future.wilt6 PriviceL 3f

.rQoweo Yield Prodoction Crored VtelcI ProaucLtonn cYield tigla i iLucik
Area (tons/ (tons) Area (tons/ (tons) Area (os (tons/ (onb)
(ha) ha) (ha) tha) (ha) ha)

- Rice, 

Rainfed HVV 1.400 3.0 4,200 800 4.1 3.280 - - -

TRV 1.400 2.8 3,920 2.000 3.9 7,800 - - -

Irrigated hYV - Consol1oated 40 3.5 140 15 5.0 75 45 5.5 2S t
- "on-Consolidated - - - - - 950 5.0 4.750

Irrigated TRV - Consolidated 10 3.5 35 35 4.3 150 110 4.8 530

- Non-Consolidated _ - - - - _-__ 2-2t5 4.3 k U5

(Total Rice) (2.850) (8.295) (2.850) (11.i05, (3.320) (16.U5S5

- Barley 210 2.1 441 100 2.1 210 ?00 2.2 22 I. b

- Potato 40 12.5 500 370 12.8 4.625 370 14.5 5.36S

Garlic 41 - - - 260 6.0 1.t60 520 6.5 3.380

- Soybean jI 210 0.9 189 210 1.0 210 - - -

- Red Pepper I/ 220 1.0 220 210 1.2 250 - - -

Total Cropped Areo (ha) 3.520 4,000 4,970

Cropping Intensity (%) fi 106 120 150

j 1980.
t995 onwards.

3/ 1986 onlwards.
_J Garlic was used as representative of hign value crops.
r.' Inese crops were used to rtepresent crops Urown in the upland before paddy lantd conversiont.

'/ Based or. net cultivated area of 3.315 ha.
Z1 A*erage yielt for barley grown in the consoliJated and non-consolidated land.

S



KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVEtOPMttT PRJT
(Loan 1319-KO)

ELonomic Analysis
(Million Won)

IIy.estment Cgst j/ PaY theuLt PiSC With Protect fist
Vear I 11 1Y Conversion M/ 08b I I IV 11 jy 1ncremeentat

1t9 77 t .081 t - - (I .ot8)
3978 2.917 - - - - 749 - - 749 - - (2.9r7}
1979 3,429 1,237 - - 11 744 - - 962 - - (4.459)
Ilion 2.897 2.374 468 576 48 454 547 623 988 b47 623 (5,629) UI
1981 2,905 4.573 3.472 - 123 791 890 1,217 2.304 815 1,132 (9,720) 0
1908 61 3,267 5,429 832 142 961 983 1.415 2.393 1,l43 t,342 (8.212)
1983 ti 2.760 3.273 333 300 1.049 1.047 1.434 2.451 2,978 1.285 (3.488)
1984 3t3 16 2,174 269 504 1,179 1,102 1.601 2.442 2.969 3.578 1,811
t985 7 12 752 - 565 1,212 1,333 1.692 2.444 2.999 4.197 4.067
1986 12 18 525 - 565 1.254 1.376 1.753 2.416 2.954 4.150 4.020
1987 - - - - 565 1.29S 1,415 1.813 2,416 2.954 4.150 4.432
t988 - - - 565 1.336 1,414 1,856 2.416 2.954 4.150 4,2d9
1989 - - - 565 1,376 1,536 1.924 2,416 2,954 4,150 4,119
1990 - - - 565 1.415 1,599 1.837 2,416 2.954 4.150 4.107
1991 - - - - 565 1,436 1,617 2,370 2.416 2.954 4,150 3.532
1992 - - - - 565 1,376 1.678 2.653 2.416 2,954 4,150 3,248
1993 - - - - 565 1.514 1,736 2,934 2.416 2,954 4.150 2.771
1994 - - - - 565 1.514 1,779 2.803 2,416 2.954 4,150 2,659
1995 - - - 565 1.514 1.837 3,145 2,418 2,954 4,150 2.459
1996-2013 - - - - 565 1,514 1.837 3.145 2.416 2.954 4.150 2.459
:013 (3,414) LJ,772)(4,174) - - - - - - - 11.360

1/ FroM Tables 21 to 23

Z/ Done by farmeea at an abtimated financial cost of Won 2 million/ha
(converted by using a tactur 0.64, into border prices).

_I
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KOREA

MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 1319-KO)

Imolementation Scheoule-Aporaisal Estimateg ang Actual Achievements

Activity 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 t987 1988

Dam and Canals

I Kumwang* I- - - - - - - - - - - - -I

II Maen9dong* I- - - - - - - - - _

III Weonnam _- t

IV Baekgok' - - - - - -

Small dams - - --- _-_-_ _------ --

Land Development

Conversion to paddy I- - - - - - - - - - - - _--- - - --- 

Land consolidation I- - - - ______ __-- _---------

Furrow irrigation I- - - - - -

Uptand reclamation I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Orchards … - - - - - - - - - - - -

Channel Imt0rovement - - t- -- -I -t-_-_

Access Roads 1 -

Surveys and Maooina _…___ ___-_

- - - Appraisal estimate, including preparation of designs, tender documents. bidding, award of contracts
and construction.

Actual achievemtnt. including as above Cr

* Under World Bank Loan.

Sources Agriculturat Development Corporation. 
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MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMIENT PROJECT

ORGANIZATION OF THE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

f~~~~~~~~~|N 
TPRESIDENT

AbUDITOR VICE PRtESI ENT

[OF F ICEn OF PLANNING IffCE Of ENGINEERING|
M tANAGEMENT c OORDINATION

DIRECTOR fOR DIRECTOR FOR PROEC |OIRECTOR FOR
AD INISTRATION J I.PLE. ENTATIOM TECHNOLOGY
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Lu IL i I I
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KYONG6I KANGWON CHUNG8UK CHUNONAM CHONISUK CONNAM KYONGOUK KYONGNAM CHEJU
PROICIAL PROVINtIAL PROVINCIAL PROVINCIAL PROVINCIAL PROVINtIAL PROVINtiAL PROVINCIAL PROViINIAL

OffIICE OFFICE OfOFFICE OFFICE OFFICE OFFtCE OFFICE OFFICE OFFICE

I l | . __~~I I I *.

YONGSANGANG SAPKYOCHON MI1OCHON NAA NONSAN TAE1O Kt.JGANG
PROJECT PROJECTT PROJECT PROJECT PROJECT PROJECT PROJECT t
OFFICE OFFICE orFICE OFFICE OFFICE OFlICE OFFICE

LMANNED BY fProtessional Engineers

IRRIGATION ENGINEER 1,022 PEDOLOGIST 26 IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE 38

MECHANICAL ENGINEER 33 GEOLOGIST & HYORO^ 110 SOIL MECHANICS 6

GEOLOGIST FOUNDATION ENGINEERING 2
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 31

ADMINISTRATOR 336 CONSTRUCTION :
ARCHtTECTURAL ENGINEER 10

OTHERS 197 APPLIED INDUStRY g OTHERS 4

ECONOMIST 19 I
AGRONOMIST SO TOTAL 1,834 TOTAL 52
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MIHO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT ( LOAN 1319-KO)

LOCATION OF SUB-PROJECTS
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YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II
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KOREA

YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II
(LOAN 1364-KO)

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Yong San Gang Irrigation Project Stage II is one of a series
promoting new or improved irrigation and land development, and specifically
is a follow-on to the Yong San Gang Irrigation Project Stage I (Loan
795/Credit 283-KO) supporting the Korean Government's effort to achieve food
self-sufficiency, income equity for rural families and price stability.

1.2 The Bank has been associated with this sub-sector since May 1969
when it approved a loan of USS45 M for Pyongtaek-Kumgang Irrigation Project
(Loan 600-KO) followed by six other projects including Yong San Gang
Stages I and II (Table 1). Yong San Gang Irrigation Project I was the first
stage in the development of the Yong San Gang basin. This project, costing
US$172.3 M for which a loan of US$33 M and a credit of US$15 M were approved
by the Bank, enhanced production on 32,300 ha. The project included four
storage dams, main and secondary irrigation canals, irrigated paddy, and
improvement of existing on-farm distribution and drainage systems. The
project was completed in November 1978, two years later than originally
planned.

1.3 In January 1977, the Bank approved a second loan of US$95 M for a
seven-year period (1977-83) aimed, as in the first stage project, at
continuing support for irrigation and land development with the objectives
of achieving self-sufficiency in rice and barley, and improving the incomes
and living standards of the farming population. The project, estimated to
cost US$167 M (including a foreign exchange component of US$87 M) 1/ was
designed to provide irrigation and land development on 20,700 ha.

1.4 This project is the subject of this completion report. The report
is based on a study of the Staff Appraisal Report (1247-KO) dated 3 January
1977, Loan Agreement dated 11 Febru4ry 1977 together with information
provided by the Agricultural Development Corporation (ADC), the implementing
dgency; a review of supervision reports and project files; field visits in
March and September 1985 to selected project sites; discussions with ADC
project staff and the staff of local offices of the Office of Rural
Development (ORD), National Agricultural Cooperative Federation (NACF) and
Farmland Improvement Association (FLIA), and interviews with Bank staff who
have been associated with the project.

1/ US$8 M towards interest charges on the Bank loan.
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II. PROJECT PREPARATION AND APPRAISAL

Preparation

2.1 The project was prepared during 1973-75 by ADC with the assistance
of consultants whose services were financed through the first stage project.
Both projects were based on a Basin Master Development Plan produced by ADC
and the consultants.

2.2 The project was to develop the lower basin below the town of Na Ju
which contains large areas of presently cultivated and uncultivated tidal
flats. Yong San Gang river was tidal for a distance of some 60 km from its
mouth and under the then existing conditions, the river flows were rendered
unusable for irrigation by salt water intrusion. Flooding was also a problem
in low-lying areas along the lower reaches of the river due to high tides
impeding surface run-off following heavy rains. To overcome these
constraints, an estuary dam was proposed along with complementary
investments in pumping stations, irrigdtion systems and land development
around the periphery of the freshwater reservoir formed by the estuary dam.
The dam was also expected to open up possibilities for divertirg river flows
to lands surrounding the Mu Am Bay to the west and the Hae Nam Bay to the
south (see Map). There was potential for irrigating more than 50,000 ha in
these areas; about 25,000 ha of which would be reclaimed tidal flats.
Furthermore, the estuary dam and sluice would provide a water supply for the
future stages of development.

Appraisal

2.3 A Bank mission visited Korea in December 1975 to appraise the
project. An important issue during appraisal related to the Korean
Government request for the financing of interest during construction, which
was estimated at US$20 M. The Bank agreed to finance only USS8 M which,
together with the proposed loan of US$87 M, brought the Bank loan to US$95
M. The sum of US$8 M was to cover the interest and other charges payable
during the grace period of 3 1/2 years. Further, during negotiations,
consultants' input proposed at appraisal was reduced from 220 man-months to
200 man-months.

Project Description

2.4 The project, as agreed at negotiations, comprised the following
components:

a) construction of an estuary dam across the mouth of the Yong San
Gang, consisting of a 4,500 m long embankment, a 240 m wide
concrete sluice and a navigation lock;

b) construction of a 4,000 m long sea dike;

c) construction of irrigation facilities comprising 16 pumping
stations, and 315 km of main and secondary canals;
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d) land development comprising land consolidation on 3,200 ha of
existing paddy, conversion of 3,250 ha of upland to irrigated
paddy, development of 1,050 ha of upland for irrigation, and
tertiary canals and drains on 4,400 ha of existing paddy;

e) reclamation of 5,500 ha of tidal land including land levelling and
construction of canals, drains and farm roads;

f) construction o? project buildings, access roads and a temporary
pier;

g) providing the services of consultants to assist in project
implementation and in preparation of a feasibility study for future
development stages of the Yong San Gang Basin.

III. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Loan Negotiations and Effectiveness

3.1 The negotiations for the loan took place during 11-17 November
1976, with approval by the Bank's Board of Directors given on 25 January
1977. The loan was signed on 11 February 1977 and became effective 22 April
1977.

Implementation Schedule

3.2 At appraisal it was estimated that construction would be completed
by December 1983, with a project closing date of December 1984. Current
estimates indicate that final construction is not likely to be completed
until December 1989 although the loan was closed on 31 December 1984.
Because of considerable implementation delays, loan disbursements were
limited to six of the seven sub-projects (see para 3.22)

3.3 Conpletion of individual components of the project was phased over
1977 to 1983. During appraisal, construction of the access road had already
started with Government funding (September 1976). The estuary dam and sea
dike (including sluice gate and navigation lock) were scheduled for
completion by 1981; construction of pumping stations, irrigation canals and
land development by mid-1981; reclamation of the tidal land behind the sea
dike (810 ha) in 1982; and the remaining tidal land reclamation (4,690 ha)
in areas bordering the reservoir in late 1983. As shown in Table 2, all the
components except access road and embankment have experienced delays, with
tidal land reclamation being most affected. The estuary dam and sea dike
were completed in October 1982; pumping stations, (14 of the total 16) were
completed by May/June 1983; irrigation canals (390 km of the revised 613 km)
by December 1984 and some 7,600 ha out of the total land development of
15,200 ha by December 1984. Tidal land reclamation faced serious delays
resulting in the development of only 470 ha by December 1984.

3.4 The most important factor which contributed to the delays was-_
Government's difficulties in maintaining adequate budget allocations to ADC
due to rapid inflation in the early years of the project. Between 1977 and
1981, the wholesale price index doubled. Since then, inflation has
dramatically dropped to about 2% p.a. but by 1982, self-sufficiency in
cereals has been nearly attained, resulting in lower priority being given by
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Government to such projects. Annual shortfalls in budget allocations had
thus risen from Wonl.2 billion in 1978 to Won3.6 billion in 1985 (see
Table 3).

Project Cost

3.5 Table 4 gives a comparative statement of appraisal cost estimates
and actual costs (i.e. up to 31.12.84), while Table 5 presents a comparison
of appraisal cost estimates with final costs. As stated in para 3.3, the
project as envisaged at appraisal was only partially completed by the loan
closing date of 31 December 1984. When allowance is made for costs to
complete, the total final cost of the project would amount to Won234.5
billion (US$318.73 M), a 190% cost overrun. Expressed in dollars, which
reflects the depreciation of the Won (75% over the period 1977-85), the
total overrun would be 91% (Table 5). As seen in Table 6, the overrun was
caused mainly by price escalation (80%) and partly by quantity changes
(20%). 1/

3.6 The cost of the estuary dam, sluicegate and navigation lock
increased by 70% over the appraisal estimate. 2/ The cost of main and
secondary canals increased by 223% above the appraisal estimate. This was
mainly due to almost doubling of canal length and concrete lining in more
cases than estimated at appraisal.

3.7 Despite substantial reductions in the area developed, the cost of
land development had risen by 75% due to unit cost increases caused by price
escalation. The cost of tidal land reclamation shows the sharpest rise in
cost, a 450% increase over the cost foreseen at appraisal, and forms 31% of
the total project cost as against 16% at appraisal. Appraisal estimates were
however based on preliminary surveys. When detailed surveys were made,
development cost was revised to about Won75 billion with construction phased
over the period 1985-1989. The engineering and administration expenses
increased by 319% above the appraisal estimate. Further details on these and
other components are given in paras 3.10 to 3.17.

Implementation of Individual Project Components

Oesign

3.8 The project works have been split into seven sub-projects and 14
contracts (see Tables 6 and 9). Sub-project 1 covers all works associated
with construction of the estuary dam and sluiceway and the Dae Bul sea dike.
Design of the works was completed by consultants, in 1977. Sub-projects 2,
3, 4 and 5 cover design and construction of independent irrigation units
each comprising irrigation pumping stations, canals and land consolidation,
while sub-projects 6-1 to 6-4 and 7-1 to 7-4 covered land reclamation of
tidal lands. Design of sub-projects 2 to 7 have been carried out by ADC. The
standard of execution was high, and revisions from original designs were
based on sound engineering considerations.

1/ Excludes tidal land reclamation works.

i/ This (PCR figure) understates the cost increase because cost of
materials procured and supplied by ADC to contractors has been excluded
due to difficulty in identifying expenditure within expenditure
category. These have been assigned according to sub-projects.
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Progress

3.9 Project implementation proceeded on schedule in the first year,
1977, but shortfall in budget allocation started in 1978 and continued,
causing serious delays (Table 7). Combined with high inflation, which caused
construction costs to rise sharply, the construction of pumping stations,
power lines, irrigation canals, land consolidation and tidal reclamation
started behind schedule. 1/ No particular difficulties were encountered in
design preparation or awarding of contracts of the major civil works to
international contractors.

3.10 Access road. Part of the access road was already under construction
under Government funding at time of appraisal. The contract of access road
plus part of the estuary dam was awarded to a local contractor at 40% lower
price than the estimate.

3.11 Estuary dam, navigation lock and sluices. Construction by a local
contractor proceeded on schedule for the first two years as high priority
was given by the Government to the completion and consequently all funds
were channelled to this component. In April 1980 the Government requested
and obtained from the Bank an increase from 50% to 65% of expenditure on
civil works. Considering the sharp increase in contract price (65% between
1978-1980), the closure of the estuary in March 1981, and its completion in
1982 can be considered a good achievement. Besides a slightly different
alignment, the design as prepared by a foreign consulting firm was only
slightly modified during the first year. The more important design changes
were cheaper foundation (less sand required for base), a stronger wave
protection, and minor changes in the sluices. Design and construction
standards reflect sound engineering. Between September 2 to 6, 1981 the
effects of a 100 years river flood streaming into the estuary reservoir were
recorded. Reservoir levels followed closely the patterns anticipated in the
design. The protection from tidal flood and proper operation of the sluice
gates reduced significantly the flooding of areas bordering the reservoir.
In June and July 1982 the dam also proved its value when drought stricken
areas could be irrigated from the reservoir that presently provides more
than 4,000 ha tidal flat with irrigation water.

3.12 Dae Bul sea dike. This dike separates 810 ha of tidal flats from
the sea, directly south west of the estuary dam. The dam has been completely
protected by concrete. Some deep and soft spots in the original alignment
that had to be evaded made It longer than foreseen at appraisal. With prior
proper sounding of the intended alignment, these changes could have been
foreseen.

3.13 Pumping stations. Adjustments in lay-out that were made when new
survey data became available during project implementation, resulted in the
following changes (see Table 8). The Myung San station replaced the one
planned in Ilro, the Cheong Ho station planned for 210 ha was built in
another location with a capacity for 1,540 ha where it could also serve the
command area of the cancelled Mang Weol station (680 ha) plus an additional
860 ha. The Si Jong and Seo Ho were constructed on locations other than
originally planned. The. Oo Po and Sam Hyang stations were cancelled and the
Keum Song and Hag Dong stations added to the list. To finance these changes

1/ The development of upland irrigation and the conversion of upland areas
into paddy fields had to be shifted to the farmers.
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the Government required and obtained inclusion of sub-project 4-1 A in the
loan disbuv'sement in November 1982. The total length of power lines could be
reduced from 95 km to 70 km as a result of the changes in number and
locations of pumping stations(see Table 7).

3.14 Irriqation canals. Instead of the 315 km irrigation canals as
proposed at appraisal, a total of 613 km is now foreseen for 1989, of which
390 km were completed by the end of 1984. In addition concrete lining has
also been applied in many more cases than foreseen at appraisal. This has
been done to minimize maintenance. The strong demand from farmers to
increase canal density in these areas has not been foreseen at appraisal.

3.15 Land development. As stated in para 2.4 (d), land development
works included various forms of land improvements. As shown in Table 7 land
consolidation on existing paddyland had been rev!sed from 3,200 ha to 3,173
ha of which 2,060 ha was completed by December 1984, the remaining 1,113 ha
is now estimated for completion by June 1988. Conversion to paddy was among
the first items to be postponed when limited budgets made priority ranking
necessary. ADC however, expects that the farmers themselves would undertake
conversion of part of the areas. Upland irrigation was excluded from project
financing. ADC has plans to make water available if the farmers take up the
required works on the same areas covering 2,096 ha. Improvement of drains on
850 ha was cancelled as funds became short. Instead of the construction of
tertiary canals and drains on another 4,400 ha as proposed, ADC covered
almost twice that area, reflecting the demands by farmers (Table 7).

3.16 Tidal land reclamation was taken up only after repeated requests
from the Bank, resulting in a rescheduled approach in 1982. In November
1982, 810 ha behind the Sea Bul dike was included as sub-project 6-1 for
loan disbursement. Meanwhile, the estimated cost had risen from US$4,900/ha
at appraisal to US$15,600/ha. By December 1984, 470 ha had been completed.
As shown in Table 9 the remaining area would be contracted out in 7 sub-
contracts. The final contract is to be completed in 1990.

3.17 Closure of the estuary dam formed a reservoir with water that
gradually became sweet. As it prevented daily inundation with sea water at
high tide, it allowed the tidal flats surrounding the reservoir to
desalinate. Farmers quickly took up irrigation with reservoir water by means
of pumps and temporary channels and presently more than 4,000 ha tidal flats
out of the 5,500 ha are under paddy. Completion of the land reclamation
works would involve the protection against high reservoir levels, of 5,600
ha with polder dikes plus infrastructure inside the polders. The high costs
involved 1/ would have to be paid back by an increase in cropped area to
5,500 ha pTus a possible yield increase (better water management) and lower
risks of flooding. A solution with higher accepted risks but minimal
additional investment would probably be a more viable alternative.

3.18 Training in design was given through interchange of staff with the
foreign consult1ng firm involved, and sending trainees abroad for special
topics.

AJ For Stage IV of the Yong San Gang project land reclamation costs were
estimated at US$22,400 per ha.
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3.19 Studies. Feasibility studies for Yong San Gang Stages III and IV
were completed in 1984 by ADC assisted by a foreign consulting firm. Stage
III includes irrigation development in 36,000 ha plus 16000 ha tidal land
reclamation; Stage IV, respectively 24,000 ha and 11,000 ha. 1/ ADC
completed in 1984 a technical and economic analysis for tidal land
reclamation of stage II(see para 4.4).

Inter-relation Between Stage II and III

3.20 In Stage HII, a diversion channel is envisaged to divert water from
the Yong San Gang reservoir to the Yeong Am reservoir (see Map) to make it
sweet (it has no other river inflow) and allow irrigation of surrounding
areas. ADC is at present designing this diversion channel. The ultimately
chosen channel capacity however will, according to ADC, have only a slight
influence on flood levels in the Yong San reservoir (some 3-5 centimeters as
provisionally estimated) and have no influence on the height of the polder
dikes that are planned for protection of the tidal lands around the Yong San
Gang reservoir.

Project Financing

3.21 The Bank was expected to finance the project's foreign exchange
requirements of US$87 M, and interest and other charges on the Bank loan of
US$8 M, or 52% of total project cost. Local expenditures, representing the
estimated balance of project costs, were to be met through annual Government
budgetary allocations to ADC. Because of substantial cost overruns, loan
disbursements contributed only 30% of total project cost.

3.22 Due to considerable implementation delays, the Bank and the
Government agreed in early 1981 that the Bank's disbursements would be
limited to the first eight contracts awarded by May 1981 and scheduled for
completion by mid-1984. Subsequently two more contracts were included in
Bank financing. The contracts financed by the Bank are the estuary dam,
construction of irrigation systems on 10,500 ha and reclamation of 810 ha of
tidal land, which constitute about 55% of the appraised project area. Work
to be completed solely with Government funds includes two contracts for a
total of 3,045 ha of irrigation (both under way) and a number of contracts
(7) still to be awarded for 4,690 ha of tidal reclamation.

3.23 In June 1980, the disbursement rate for civil works was raised from
50% to 65X, as a temporary measure, for the period June 1980 to November
1982, to compensate for shortfall in budgetary allocations. By and large,
disbursements moved in line with appraisal projections (Table 10).

1/ The Bank suggested to sub-divide these stages in smaller investment
packages to minimize budget allocation problems.
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Amendments to Loan Agreement and Loan Allocation

3.24 At borrower's request, several amendments were effected to the Loan
Agreement in line with the changing needs of the project. These included,-
addition of overseas training for project staff, increase in disbursement
rate noted above, increased loan allocation for interest charges, and
reallocation of loan proceeds. ADC requested reallocation of the proceeds of
loan using the unallocated funds and transfer between different categories
of expenditure as shown below:

Allocation of Loan Proceeds

Expenditure Category Planned Revised Actual
First Final Disbursements

. . . . . . .. (Tusvoo$ .T. . . . . . . .- .

Civil works 52,000 52,000 55,600 53,369

Equipment and materials 23,000 23,000 27,100 29,610

Consulting services 1,400 1,400 1,400 1,137

Interest and other charges 8,000 11,500 10,900 10,879

Unallocated 10,600 7,100 - -

Total allocation 95,000 95,000 95,000 94,995

Cancelled - - - 5

Original loan 95,000 95,000 95,000 95,000

IV. INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE AND DEVELOPMENT

The Agricultural Development Corporation

4.1 The Agricultural Development Corporation, a semi-autonomous agency
operating under the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, is responsible
for project implementation. Within ADC, responsibility for execution of the
project rests with the Yong San Gang Project Office, which implemented the
first stage project and was primarily responsible for the Stage II
feasibility study. The project headquarters was moved to a new office at
Mokpo constructed with project funds. Most of the staff employed on Stage I
and some additional staff were assigned to Stage II.

4.2 As expected at appraisal, ADC's performance in executing the
project was highly commendable. This was mainly due to the stability,
continuity and professional competence of project management. Consultants
assisted ADC in review of designs and cost estimates, and preparation of
bidding documents for the estuary dam, sluice and navigation lock in a very
satisfactory manner. They had also assisted in the supervision of
construction. In the early years of project construction, ADC concentrated
its efforts on the construction of access road and estuary dam since these
features were considered critica' to the success of the project. By July
198O, all funding had been usea for construction of the estuary dam
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resulting in delays in the implementation of other components. However, the
completion of the estuary dam has yielded large benefits allowing farmers to
cultivate over 4,000 ha of tidal land with paddy, drawing water from the -
reservoir formed by the estuary dam. This was in addition to the
considerable flood control benefits realised in 1981.

4.3 A major problem disrupting an orderly implementation programme is
the level of funding for construction. Over 60% of ADC's long-term funds
come from the Government as advances for work done on behalf of the latter,
implying ADC's virtual dependence on Government funding for its survival. A
side-effect of this is reflected in declining financial performance as
evidenced by the slow completion of contracts in progress which increased
from Won448 billion in 1982 to Won576 billion in 1984 (Table 11), and
falling profitability as measured by the operating profit to operating
assets ratio (Table 12). The Corporation, which had earned an operating
profit of Wonl billion in 1982 and Wonl.6 billion in 1983 barely managed to
break even in 1984. The delays in implementation have also severely affected
the economic performance due to delayed benefits and higher costs.

4.4 ADC's analysis of projects could also be strengthened by improving
the method and data base of economic analysis as currently practiced. To
illustrate, the economic analysis of tidal land development (carried out by
ADC at Bank's request) is deficient in that the 'without project' situation
takes no account of crops grown on tidal land reclaimed by estuary dam. 1/
Moreover, economic price of rice has been derived based on Thai rifce
(polished) to which are added inappropriately costs such as local polishing
costs and interest on loan. This procedure tends to overstate the economic
rate of return and distort investment decisions. Also economic data are not
routinely updated to reflect changing economic conditions. ADC is now aware
of these shortcomings and can be expected to improve on project analysis,
given the competence of its staff.

Consulting Services

4.5 Project consultants provided valuable assistance to ADC reviewing
designs and cost estimates and preparing bidding documents for the estuary
dam, sluice and navigation lock. They also assisted in supervision of
construction. A good relationship existed between the consultants and ABC.
It is worth noting that the same consulting firm assisted ADC in preparing
the Yong San Gang Basin Master Development Plan and the feasibility study
for Stage I and Stage II. They have also provided consulting services to AOC
for study of future stages of development of the Yong San Gang Basin.

Procurement

4.6 Following implementation of several Bank-financed projects, ADC's
procurment procedures became well established and coordinated with the
Office of Supply of the Republic of Korea (OSROK). As a result, no major
difficulties were encountered in meeting the requirements of 'Bank Group
Guidelines for Procurement'. The successful contractors for civil works were
all Korean firms.

1/ No crops could be grown prior to the construction of estuary dam.
Farmers took to cultivation on dam completion but prior to further
development of the reclaimed land. This reflects the true 'without
project' situation for further investment envisaged.
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Operation and Maintenance

4.7 Until 1979, after completion of a project, ADC turned over as soon
as possible, all the constructed facilities of the project to the local
Farmland Improvement Association (FLIA). Since 1980, ADC has started to
operate and maintain all the facilities of the newly implemented projects
for a period of 2 to 5 years. No sub-project under Stage II has been
transferred to a FLIA. Available evidence on operation of other projects
indicates that the facilities are maintained satisfactorily and that the
cost recovery is usually high reaching almost 100% in many projects.

Training

4.8 During implementation, training needs were identified by ADC which
requested provision of funds for overseas training. Accordingly the Loan
Agreement was amended to include overseas training for an estimated amount
of US$170,000 covering 67 man-months (36 staff). Altogether 11 fellowships
(totalling 87 man-months) were arranged for training and study tours in
specialized fields. Of this, seven fellowships, each extending for 12
months, were arranged at the US Bureau of Reclamation for Irrigation
Drainage and Hydrology, one for one month at Environmental Estimate
Commission, Japan.

Accounting and Reporting

4.9 ADC has maintained project accounts satisfactorily, and as required
under the Loan Agreement, had its final accounts for each fiscal year
audited by Independent auditors who have issued unqualified reports.

4.10 Quarterly reports were submitted regularly. Initially these lacked
a feel for the problems encountered in implementation as well as
quantitative data on agricultural performance. A Bank supervision mission
(August 1978) therefore suggested improvements and provided sample formats
indicating the information to be included. Realising the benefits of this
arrangement, ADC has revised their annual reports by incorporatinv the
changes suggested by the Bank.

Agricultural Services

4.11 As appraised, the project did not include any provision for
strengthening of agricultural services in the project area as these services
were considered adequate to meet the anticipated needs of the project
beneficiaries. Although these services have not been tested fully due to
implementation delays, available evidence indicates that the servicing
agencies are well organized to provide adequate services and help project
beneficiaries in realising the benefits of irrigation and land development
promoted by the project.

4.12 The Office of Rural Development under the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries is responsible for research and extension with headquarters in
Seoul and field offices throughout the country. Its office in Mokpo serves
the project area. The number of extension agents, serving the counties
encompassing the project area, increased from 228 in 1977 to 235 in 1984
corresponding to a ratio of one agent for every 400 farm households or 500
ha. This is considered satisfactory given the efflency of the extension
agents and the farmers who are responsive and market-oriented.
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4.13 The National Agricultural Cooperative Federation has been active in
the area supplying farm inputs, marketing farm products and providing
storage and agricultural credit. As shown in Table 13, use of farm inputs
has, in general, increased in the area over the period 1977-1983. 1/ I
Powertillers have increased from 5,798 to 14,583; tractors from 60 to 392,
power sprayers from 1,613 to 5,689; combine harvestors from 77 to 295,
binders from 86 to 916 and transplanters from 242 to 509. Fertilizer sales
have increased from 34,272 MT in 1977 to a peak in 1981 at 37,103 MT. Since
then, and reflecting the decline in HYV rice cultivation, fertilizer sales
had by 1983 dropped to 28,254 MT, in line with the national trend in
fertilizer consumption. The supply of agricultural loans extended by NACF
have increased significantly from Won3l billion in 1978 to Wonll3 billion in
1984; short-term loans from Won8 billion to Won38 billion and term loans
from Won23 billion to Won75 billion, implying increasing availability of
credit for investment by farmers in farm inputs and machinery (see
Table 14).

Farmers' Organizations

4.14 Farmers' organizations currently serving the project area are three
FLIAs (85,968 members), 332 Hueng Nong Gye (20,671 members), and four
agricultural cooperatives (71,415 members). FLIAs and agricultural
cooperatives have remained constant throughout the project implementation
period while some 115 new Heung Nong Gye have been organized during this
period (see Table 15). The performance of these organizations has been
satisfactory.

Compliance with Covenants

4.15 Table 16 sets out the stdtuS of compliance with covenants by ADC.
Brief explanatory details on each covenant are also noted therein. It is
seen that all the covenants have been complied with satisfactorily except
the one relating to prompt Government funding. The level and timely release
of funds have caused increasing concern throughout the project
implementation period.

V. AGRICULTURAL IMPACT AND ECONOMIC RE-EVALUATION

A. Impact on Agricultural Production

Intended Impact

5.1 The major production impact intended by the project was an increase
in annual rice production 2/ to about 87,600 tons from the pre-project
32,000 tons and annual production of barley 1/ to 43,000 tons from the pre-
project 14,100 tons. These were expected to be achieved by accelerating the
adoption of high yielding varieties (HYVs) of rice in summer, and by
expanding the planted area of barley in the winter, on about 19,650 ha of
the irrigated paddyland to be developed under the project (see Table 17). In

1/ Latest date for which data are available.

2/ All rice and barley production figures in this report are on polished
basis.
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addition, the project was intended to increase production of high value
upland crops such as pepper, tobacco and chinese cabbage and other
vegetables under irrigated conditions on 1,050 ha of the irrigated upland to
be developed under the project.

5.2 Total project area appraised for irrigation and land development
was 20,700 ha. It was projected that full development production would be
attained in 1989, five years after expected completion of the project works
in 1984.

Changes in the Appraised Irrigation and Land Development Area

5.3 Table 17 sets out the revised irrigation and land development area
compared with that at appraisal, together with the corresponding pre-project
land use status and the completed area as at end 1984. As can be seen, the
upland irrigation development of 1,050 ha included at appraised project, has
been cancelled for reasons explained in Chapter [II, and the area consisting
o. rainfed upland (700 ha) and forest (350 ha) is added to the paddyland
conversion to be developed by farmers.

5.4 Except for the above change and a few minor adjustments in the
location of the project area, there has been no other variation in the
original development area. Total project area therefore remains at 20,700
ha. However, since all the paddy conversion (4,300 ha) is now to be done by
farmers and no development has taken place so far, the assessment of project
impact dealt with below is confined to the remaining 16,380 ha.

Overall Crop Development

5.5 The data used for compiling the crop development which has taken
place over the past four years in the impact area are largely based on data
provided by ABC.

5.6 Land use. Table 18 sets out the actual change in land use status
compared with the appraisal projection. The expected change in land use has
not been realised largely because of delay in project implementat n. It
should be noted that farmers started paddy cultivation on the tidal flats on
a temporary basis, 1/ since 1983 after completion of the estuary dam. About
80% of total tidal reclamation area (5,500 ha) have been planted with paddy
in 1985. This was not foreseen at the time of appraisal.

5.7 Use of HYV rice. Estimates of the area planted to HYV and
traditional varieties 2/ of rice annually together with the appraisal

1 Temporary permits for paddy cultivation are issued annually by the local
authorities. The reclamation works including the construction of polders
and the provision of irrigation facilities have not as yet started in
this area.

HYVs are commonly known in Korea as "Tongil" type varieties developed
from crosses between indica (IRRI lines) and Japonica. Traditional
varieties in this report refer to the improved japonica either developed7
in Korea or introduced from Japan. Use of these terms (HYV and
traditional) are a little misleading as the yield difference between the
two is not so great. However, to maintain consistency with the appraisal
report, they are also used in this report.
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projection are given in Table 19. About 30% of rice cropped area 1/ is
presently planted with HYV. There has been no change in this proportion
since the pre-project year (1982). In the irrigated area developed by the
project, HYV use has declined from 40% in 1983 to 30% in 1985. As the
appraisal projection for 1985 on HYV use is not given in the appraisal
report, no comparison between the two can be made. The appraisal target was
to cover 70% of total rice cropped area with HYVs at full development
(1989). Realisation of this appears to be most unlikely as use of HYVs has
been declining since 1982 throughout the country.

5.8 The declining use of HYVs is mainly attributed to inferior varietal
characteristics, other than its high yielding capacity, of the presently
available HYVs. Compared to traditional varieties, HYVs are inferior in
eating quality as reflected in their lower market price. 2/ In addition,
HYVs require more fertilizers to obtain the potential higher yield, 3/ and
are less tolerant to occasional low temperatures in September when the crop
is entering its ripening stage immediately after flowering. 4/ A broad
analysis carried out, summarised in the table below, shows that per hectare
returns from traditional rice are higher than those from HYV rice, using
1985 prices. In terms of 1976 prices (at the time of appraisal) the
situation was the reverse. This is a reflection of the changes in relative
prices with the higher national production of rice, and consumer preference
for traditional varieties of rice.

Irrigated Traditional Irrigated HYV
1976 prices 1985 prices 1976 Drices 1985 prices
. . . . . . . . . ('000 Won/ha) . . . . . . . . . .

Value of production 1,262 3,628 1,438 3,594

Cost of production 279 1,138 307 1,198

Net 983 2,490 1,131 2,396

5.9 Non-rice crops. Crops other than rice cultivated after the summer
rice, include barley, 5/ rape seed, potato and high value early season
vegetables and garlic. Barley was the main crop grown in the pre-project

1/ Excluding 4,400 ha of temporary rice cultivation because no data is
available for this area.

2/ Average annual farmgate prices for HYV and traditional rice in 1984 were
WonS2,390 and Won6O,340 per 100 1 (80 kg), respectively (Grade B rice).

3/ The current recommended fertilizer rates are 150:95:110 kg per ha (NPK)
for HYVs and 110:70:75 kg per ha (NPK) for traditional varieties.
(Average for the plain area in Korea).

4/ Low temperatures during this crop stage affect the rate of grain filling
and decrease the yield. Low temperatures occured in September 1980, and
resulted in nationwide reduction in crop harvest (2 million tons less
than 1979 harvest). Since then, the use of HYVs has significantly
declined.

/ Barley grown in the area is naked barley, in which the husk is not
attached to the kernel.
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years, except for a limited cultivation of rape seeds. There has been a
slight increase in the barley area since 1982. 1/ The current area planted
to winter crops is about 55% of total paddyland, 2/ which is about 15% less
than the appraisal projection.

5.10 In addition, there has been some diversification of the winter
cropping. Potato, early season vegetable and garlic cultivation has been
introduced. The cultivation of rape seed has become more popular than
before. These crops were not expected to be grown according to the appraisal
projection.

5.11 It is difficult to attribute the diversification of winter cropping
to the project works because these crops are grown under rainfed conditions
and this change has taken place throughout the country. However, it is
likely that the general development within the project area has been more
rapid than it would have been without the project.

5.12 Craning intensity. It is estimated that the cropping intensity 3/
has increased from 50 pre-project to 171% at present (see Table 19). Thils
increase is due to the larger area under non-rice crops in the winter. The
estimated cropping intensity at present has reached the level projected at
appraisal for the irrigated paddyland.

5.13 Crop Yields. Table 20 sets out the pre-project and the current
crop yields estimated by ADC, compared with the appraisal projection. The
estimated actual pre-project rice yields are higher than those estimated at
appraisal. This is due to the delay in project implementation; the actual
pre-project year is 1982, whereas the appraisal pre-project year is 1976,
and during these six 'without project' years yield increased gradually.

5.14 Rice yields presently attained in the irrigated (non-consolidated)
paddyland are considerably higher at 5.2 ton/ha for HYVs and 4.5 ton/ha for
traditional varieties, as compared with the appraisal full development
yields (1989) projected at 4.5 and 3.8 ton/ha respectively. The present
rice yields in rice paddylands with land consolidation are estimated by ADC
at 4.8 ton/ha for traditional rice and 5.3 ton/ha for HYV rice. The
appraisal projection was 4.0 ton/ha and 5.0 ton/ha respectively.

5.15 It is estimated that the yield attained from the temporary
cultivation in tidal flats in 1984 was 3.4 tons/ha on an average. 1985 yield
forecast reported by the project office is 4.5 tons/ha, which exceeds the
appraisal yield projection made for the irrigated and consolidated
condition.

1/ Although there has been a substantial reduction in barley planted area
in Korea since 1976 (appraisal time), such reduction in the Southern
provinces where the.project area is located has not been observed.

2/ Excluding temporary rice planted area (4,400 ha). It is reported that no
winter cropping is presently practised on these tidal flats.

]/ Excluding the temporary rice cultivation in the tidal flats.
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5.16 Barley yields projected at appraisal (2.8 tons/ha for non-
consolidated and 3.0 tons/ha for consolidated) are in line with those
currently obtained (2.9 tons/ha and 3.0 tons/ha respectively). The appraisal
estimate is made on the assumption that barley would be irrigated. However,
the existing FLIAs in the project area do not operate the irrigation system
during the non-rice crop season, and consequently barley is presently not
irrigated.

5.17 With regard to the yield development period, the appraisal report
assumed that farmers would achieve the projected yield levels over five
years. ADC estimates show much earlier actual attainment of the current high
yield levels which exceeded the appraisal projection. This fast achievement
of high yield level is probably due to the high level of crop management by
the farmers.

5.18 Overall crop production. Development of annual total crop
production over the past four years together with the appraisal projection
are summarised in Table 19. Rice production 1/ has increased from the pre-
project 43.800 tons to the current 70,000 tons. Barley production has also
increased from about 12,700 to 15,100 tons.

Farm Incomes

5.19 As discussed above, the pre-project situation of areas receiving
irrigation as a result of the project (other than the reclaimed areas) was
either cropping under rainfed conditions or under partial irrigation. For
the pre-project and future without project situations two representative 1.0
hectare farm budgets have been prepared to reflect the incomes of the two
types of farms (either wholly rainfed, or receiving partial irrigation);
with project, the farms are fully irrigated. Details of the crop budgets and.
the farm budgets are shown in Tables 21 and 22. As explained above, cropping
intensities without project are higher than assumed at appraisal (154% for
rainfed and 158% for partially irrigated areas assumed at appraisal; 165%
and 168% respectively assumed now, for the farm budgets). The 176% with
project cropping intensity assumed for the farm budget, compares with the
172% assumed at appraisal. In the without project case, the assumed cropping
intensity is expected to materialise six to seven years later than the full
development cropping intensity with project. As can be seen from the farm
budgets prepared, the estimated net income with project exceeds by 27% the
income without project for the pre-project rainfed farmers, and by 20% the
Ircome without project of the pre-project partially irrigated farmers. This
compares with the 42% and 31% increments respectively estimated at
appraisal. The somewhat lower impact is principally on account of the higher
cropping intensities without project.

B. Economic Re-Evaluation

5.20 An economic re-evaluation has been undertaken of the project,
excluding the element relating to the poldering, and irrigation and land
development of the 4,690 ha reclaimed area. Work on these activities has
only recently begun (completion, subject to funds availability, expected in
1989/90); furthermore, no funds have been disbursed from the World Bank loan.
for these activities.

1/ Production from 16.380 ha (see para 5.6).
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5.21 At the outset, it is important to recognize that the comprehensive
development of the Yong San Gang Basin involves a five-stage development
programme, of which the project reviewed in this report is the second stage.
In view of the inter-relationships between some of the stages, evaluation in
isolation of one of the stages does not truly reflect all the benefits given
the complementarity of investments in different stages. This is particularly
relevant in the case of Stages II and III, as under the latter a diversion
channel is envisaged to direct water from the Yong San Gang reservoir into
the Yeong Am reservoir, for irrigating a substantial part of the Stage III
area. The detailed desigr,, costs and likely implementation period for Stage
III have not yet been finalised and hence cannot be incorporated into the
analysis.

5.22 The analysis has been carried out in 1985 prices, with past
expenditures restated in 1985 price terms by using the wholesale price
index. Phased investment costs in current terms, as well as in economic
terms for the purposes of the analysis, are shown in Table 23. The cost of
poldering and land development of the reclaimed areas have been deducted
from the total project cost. The details regarding irrigated land
development and cropping patterns actually obtained, as compared with the
assumptions at the time of appraisal are discussed above. Reclaimed areas
are being cultivated by farmers on the basis of temporary land rights given
to them by Government. Regarding land consolidation areas, the mission was
unable to obtain any survey data for the project area, which showed the
impact of such activities on crop yields. Estimates provided by the ADC have
been used for the purposes of the analysis, in the absence of any other
data.

5.23 1990 border prices, in 1985 constant terms, for rice, barley 1/ and
fertilizers, derived from IBRD price forecasts, have been used Tn the
analysis; no distinction has been made in the prices for incremental
production prior to 1985 as it is insignificant in the context of the total
project. 2/ Conversion factors used for converting the financial prices of
non-traded items were 0.6a for unskilled labour, including farm labour; 0.84
for heavy equipment cost; 0.76 for fuel lubricant cost; 0.79 for indirect
labour costs; and a standard conversion factor (SCF) of 0.94. The financial
prices of non-traded project output such as potato, garlic, vegetables and
rape seed are based on the average financial price for the last five years,
restated in 1985 prices terms, and adjusted by the SCF. Table 24 summarises
the prices used for the analysis.

5.24 In addition to the direct agricultural production benefits, the
construction of the estuary dam, with a road on top, has generated
significant transport benefits. These, however, were not considered at the
time of appraisal. Due to the availability of the road, the motoring
distance between Mokpo to Yong Am (via Geumsung) has been reduced by 60 km,

1/ The price of barley is estimated at 85% Of wheat border prices.

2/ The project generated incremental production really began in any
significant quantity in 1984.
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resulting in an estimated travel time saving of one hour. In 1984 ADC
surveyed the traffic on the dam and estimated that an average of 28,000
people travelled across the dam per day. The total time saved per year,
allowing for an annual 5% increase In traffic, 1/ valued at the opportunity
cost of labour has been included in the analysiss.

5.25 In estimating the economic rate of return, a 35 year period of
analysis has been used; however, in view of the much longer estimated life
of the irrigation facilities, a residual value of 25% of total investment
cost has been assumed in year 35. Based on the above assumptions, the
cropping pattern and yield levels shown in Table 26 and other detailed
tables attached to this report, the current estimate of ERR Is around 8.5%
(see Table 27) as compared with the appraisal estimate of 13%. If the
transport benefits and related 0 & M costs are excluded, as in the case of
the SAR, the ERR is estimated to be 5%. 2/ As mentioned earlier, that while
the re-estimated ERR is relatively low, additional benefits would be
generated from the investments already undertaken, once Stage III of the
Yong San Gang Basin programme is implemented.

5.26 The principal factors which have contributed to the lower ERR as
compared with the appraisal estimate are delays in completion of project
works (appraisal estimated completion in 1983); higher investment costs (for
example, sluice and navigation lock, and sea dike cost US$116,100/m as
against the appraisal estimate of US$40,925/m); and finally the fact that
appraisal expectations that a large part of the developed area would be
planted to HYV rice (with between 15-20% higher yields and net returns as
compared to traditional varieties) did not materialise. On the other hand
significant benefits have been generated by the farming of the reclaimed
areas, prior to their poldering, and irrigation and land development, as
farmers with temporary permits issued by the local authorities took up
cultivation on tidal lands after completion of estuary dam. However, as a
result of this, further investment in the reclaimed areas for poldering
etc., estimated to cost US$15,600 per hectare 3/ will not be economically
viable, as the area is already being cropped at 145% intensity and average
rice yields of 4.8 tons for HYV and 4.3 tons for traditional varieties are
already being obtained.

/ ADC had estimated between 10-11% annual increase. However, it is
extremely difficult to forecast and a conservative estimate of 5% over
ten years has been used for the analysis.

2/ It is not possible to identify the share of investment costs, which
could be excluded for the purposes of the analysis, i.e. that part which
directly facilitates the transport.

3 Appears to be overestimated.
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VI. BANK PERFORMANCE

Overall Performance

6.1 Bank's assistance to the project is the second one supporting the
Korean Government's efforts towards developing Yong San Gang Basin and
expanding its arable land base principally for the cultivation of rice. The
key to the development of the lower basin was the estuary dam which would
serve as a barrier to tidal inflow and make it possible to use the
substantial run-off of the Yong San Gang river for irrigation. Pumping
stations, irrigation systems and land development seemed necessary to
maximise the benefits. Implementation responsibility was entrusted to a
single agency - ADC. Agricultural services in the area - research and
extension, farm input supply and credit - were well organized to adequately
support the farmers in realising the benefits of improved irrigation and
land development. The project formulation within this context is therefore
considered appropriate and justified.

6.2 The project did not encounter any major problems during its
preparation and appraisal. The success of implementation was mixed. While
the key structure, the estuary dam, was successfully completed, poldering
works in tidal land reclamation has been considerably delayed. Original cost
estimates of reclamation derived from basic surveys have more than doubled
when detailed surveys and design became available. In addition, rapid
inflation in the early years of the project and low priority given to such
projects by the Government in later years have affected the level of
budgetary funds allocated to the project. In view of the above, delay in
implementation has become inevitable. The Bank has enjoyed an excellent
cooperation and workitrg relationship with ADC. In addition, project
implementation was monitored closely by the Bank, drawing attention to
potential difficulties and eliciting appropriate action from Government
agencies such as the Economic Planning Board and the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries. In particular, the importance of budget allocations, which
remained the critical issue throughout the project implementation period,
was stressed consistently by the Bank during supervision.

Supervision

6.3 Supervision of the project was timely and satisfactory. The Bank
fielded 8 supervision missions in the seven-year implementation period.
Mission composition was technically strong and also there was staff
continuity between missions (see Basic Data Sheet). As a result of
suggestions made by the Bank during supervision, improvements were made
resulting in improved reporting, better provision of budgetary funds, &nd
evaluation of tidal land develcpment. Nevertheless, inadequate funding, by
delaying implementation particularly of tidal land reclamation, has delayed
disposal of reclaimed land and hence a corresponding delay of revenue to the
Government, a factor beyond the control of ADC or the Bank. Under these
circumstances, the Bank's decision, in agreement with the Government, to
limit disbursements to selected sub-projects was necessary and appropriate.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED

7.1 Because of the Bank's systematic approach to water development,
the project, second in the series to develop the Yong San Gang Basin, is a
major contribution to the promotion of new or improved irrigation and land
development. Another significant achievement of the project is the
successful completion of the estuary dam, the key to the development of the
lower basin. This has made it possible to reclaim tidal lands and use the
substantial run-off of the Yong San Gang river for irrigation. The arable
land base has increased substantially raising production considerably, and
also providing a source of financial revenue to the Government by the sale
of the reclaimed lands. Although some sub-projects, particularly the further
development of reclaimed land, are still in progress, expected benefits are
being achieved. Incomes of the farmers have also increased and are now well
above the poverty level.

7.2 The institutional impact of the project has also been significant.
ADC has grown into a strong and competent technical agency able to implement
concurrently several complex projects in the country and providing
consulting services overseas. Towards this end, it has attracted funds for
irrigation and land development.

7.3 In terms of the re-estimated ERR, the project appears to be
unattractive, suggesting rather low cost-effectiveness. In this context, it
is important to recognize as stated earlier, that in view of the inter-
relationships between some of the stages of the total basin development,
evaluation in isolation of one stage does not truly reflect all the benefits
(see para 5.24).

7.4 Major lessons which can be learned from the project are that it is
desirable to:

a) obtain a specific commitment from the borrower government in the
Loan Agreement to allocate necessary funds;

b) ensure, adequate preparation of the final design of sub-projects
particularly in respect of command areas and engineering works
prior to loan negotiations; where this is not possible and designs
are finalised during proJect implementation, sub-projects should be
reassessed according to previously agreed criteria including
minimum economic rate of return;

c) obtain, pre- and post project base production data yields, input
usage and returns through sample crop cutting trials and supporting
farmer interviews, to facilitate more accurate assessment of
financial and economic performance.

d) assess carefully in advance the chances of securing agreement for
the execution of the components that require farmers' consent;

e) have continuity of technically strong team of Bank supervising
staff as has occurred in this project.
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YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II
tLoan 1364-KO)

Imolementation Schedule-A)ara1sal Eastimates and Actual Achievement

Activity 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Access Road .- - .

Estuary Dam & Sluice 1-- _ _ _ _ _ _ - _

Dae 0lul Sea Dike

Putmping Stations -- - - - - - -

Power Lines _ _ _ - -

Irrigation Cansals
primary & secondary

Land Consolidation - - - - - - - - - - - -

Conversion to Paddy - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Upland Irrigation J/ -_ - - - --

Tertiary Canal F - - - - - _ - - - -4
and Drains

tidalI Lanld
Reclamation -- -=_

1/ Appraisal estitnate, including preparation of designs. tender documnents, bidding, award of contr'act ano constructiol,. o

Z/ Actual acnievement. including as above.
Al Development by cultivator's own effort.

- -- appraisal

_ completion



VONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE 11
(Loan 1364-KO)

0udcetarv AllOCations
(Won Billion)

t976 1927 1978 1979 1980 19l1 1982 1983 1984 1985 Total
Requested 1 1.9 7.5 16.0 20.0 30.0 25.0 27.0 23.0 15.0 165.4 _4

l0

AllocateO - 1.9 6.3 13.5 17.1 27.8 21.5 22.4 39.) 11.4 143.0

Deficit - - 1.2 2.5 2.9 2.2 3.5 4.6 3.9 3.6 24.4

Sourc ADC.

e4
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KOREA

YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATI1N PROJECT STAGE 11
b (LOAN 1364-KJ)

Contract Status
(Won billion)

Or-in i na I Revised PriceI- Dei l
Sub-Proietct Contract fIncrease Escalation M Ri kemarks

Amounit Amount
.............................. (billion Won).

ALcess RoaJ 0.1 0.2 0.05 0.05

I * 23.0 42.0 19.0 16.3 2.? I/ Estudry damn and sea dike

2-l * 5.1 5.8 0.7 0.7 2 pumpiuig stations, 1u4 et. L..4dl.
216 ha land consolidation

2-2 * 7.6 9.7 2.1 1.4 0.7 ta 2 pumpitig stations. 59 km canal.
462 ha land consolidation

t-1 * 3.2 4.6 1.4 1.0 0.4 3 2 puuapi no tattions. 60 km caceat. 0t
389 ha land cOnsolidations t-

3-2 c 3.7 4.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 2/ 1 putnmpiim station. 62 km canal. l
313 t d land consolidation

4-1 2.3 2.4 0.1 0.t - 1 pua pihtj stotion. 9 km canal

5-l * 3.3 5.1 1.8 0.6 1.2 a/ 4 pumnp1iny Stations. 36 km canal.
482 no land cunsolioation

b-Z 4 4.3 5.2 0.9 0.8 0.1 I pump Iny station. 31 kat canal.
208 lba lnna cunsolid4titn

b-3 * 3.5 3.4 0.1 0.1 0.01 2J 1 puteplsig btatiors. 43 kna Garal

6-1 4.9 5.7 0.8 0.3 0.5 4I 81U tes land reclamatiorn

tlec. & Muc.
ot 2.1-2 1.t 2.0 0.2 0.2 -

Elec. a Mac.
of 3-1.2 t.t 0.9 0.1 0.1

tleC. b& Mc. U.801 0.809 0.008 0.008
ot 4-1

0JTotal:

1/ Extra wave protection of dasn bo0y, asphalt instead of gravel pavement on d4W- .... nU ro4ds 
alight mod iticdtfc,0, of sloice gate.

A- Many earth canals replaced by concrete conduscts on pillars or concrete linedi can.lb.
lI As under 2 plus 2 extra punping stations (Keum Son9 and Hag Dorg).
4rI Construction of dams ano ounds in already cultivated areas required expensive lateral earth transport.
* Under Wurld bdnk loan (agreed 1981).
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VONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECt STAGE 11
(Loan 1364-N0)

Physfcal Targets

Lct iv1 tv Unit Aopraisal CompedFi starAt Comaleted2Dkcembekr 1984 Apara.lsa Actual AgQ.raiLaai ActualJ
iccess Road m 3.600 7.600 7.600 3/77 8/76 11/77 12177
stuary Oam and Sluice a 4.500 4,458 4.450 8/77 t/78 12/81 10/82
I-e Oul Sea Oiko a 4.000 4.264 4.264 8/77 1/78 11/80 10/82
lumpinq Stations No. 16 14 16 8/78 12/80 7/82 11/85
Oower Lines (22 I&V) km 95 68 70 6/78 1/83 8/82 l/l85
[rrigstion Canals km 315 390 813 1/78 11/80 12/82 6/88
.and Development. 

Land consaoltOation ha 3.200 2.060 3,173 6/78 10/82 5/83 8/88 9- Improvement of drains ha 850 - - 2/ 6/78 - 5/83 -- Conversion to paddy ha 3,250 - - 3/ 1/79 _ 5/83(terracing)
- Upland irrigation ha 1.050 - - 4/ 1/80 5 S/83(clearing and grading)
- Tertiary conals and drains Ila 4.400 5.520 8.005 1 /t0 I1/bul 5/83 bi Ui- Tidal land reclamatton ha 5.500 470 5.500 I/ 1/80 11182 12/83 12/9U

I/ Included preparation of designs and tender documents. bidding. award of contracts and construction.I/ Not requireo.
l/ 1.926 ha carried out by farmers.
1/ Water to irrigato 2,096 ha will be made available by AVC, farmers have to execute works themselves.iJ Total 800 ha to be ready in June 1986. another 2.000 ha contracted in August 1985 wi)) be ready in 1989 vand remaining 2,700 ha expected in 1990.



KOREA

YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE I 
(Loan 1364-KO)

Pumping Station and Copsetnd Area

Net Irrinatld Area and Capacity -.inatallationfrrigation Units/ At Appraisal At Project Completion Starting CompletionPumping Station (ha) (m3/sec) (ha) (m3/sec) Date Date

I San Ho 1,454 2.535 1.536 2.871 27.02.1982 28.06.19832 Dong Ho 652 0.924 759 1.273 27.02.1982 28.06.19833 Mi Am 1,725 2.239 1.712 2.688 27.02.1982 28.06.19834 Seo HO 3.360 4.022 3,090 4.818 27.02.1982 28.06.1983S Weol Ho 402 0.694 383 0.572 27.02.t982 28.06.19836 Mong Tan 530 0.680 673 1.042 27 02.1982 28.06.19837 Keum Sons - - 83 0.146 27.02.1982 28.06.19838 Hag Dong - - 73 0.141 27.02.1982 28.06.19839 Myung San - - 899 1.708 27.02.1982 28.06.198310 Cheong Ho 210 n.a. I0C,40 3.928 27.02.1982 28.06.198311 Gun Seo 3.570 5.533 3.727 5.910 26.12.1980 28.05.198312 38eg Un 1.255 1.700 1,396 2.850 26.12.1980 28.05.198313 Weol Gog 530 0.498 378 0.418 26.12.1980 28.05.198314 Toe Son - - 824 1.452 10.03.1984 09.01.198515 Si Jong 2.610 4.959 6.991 11.442 27.08.1983 02.07.198416 Dong Gang 1,460 2.739 1.895 3.284 08.12.1984 2t.11.198517 Oo Po 628 1.130 - - CanuIleSlO1l 11 Ro 2,099 2.445 - - CanLelleG
19 Mansg Weol 680 1.102 - - CaemLel lea20 Sa- Hyang 310 0.388 - - Canel led

-4

co



VONG SAN GANG IRRIATONPOJECT STAGE It
(Loan 1364-KO)

Estimated Cost ot Tidal Land Development

Outline of Tidal Land Reclamation Works

.S...... ...... Sub-Proiects .

fi-2 6-3 I=-4 7-1 7-2 7-3 7-4 Total

Development Area (ha) 629 634 510 518 842 684 780 4.597

Main Works

Polder dike (km) 16 10 7 9 14 1 19 76 1
Drainage pumping station (No.) 1 2 3 1 3 - 3 13 O
Sluice sate (No.) 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 16
Irrigation canal (km) 22 25 22 10 24 24 29 156
Drainage canal (km) 9 10 8 8 13 11 12 71
Land consolidation (ha) 629 634 510 18 842 78 .80 4.597

Proiect Cost (billion Won) 10.9 10.9 10.2 8.4 13.4 7.6 13.3 74.7

Construction Period Nov. 85- 1986- 1986- Nov. 85- Nov. 85- 1986- 1986-
Dec. 88 1989 1989 Dec. 88 Dec. 8B 1989 1990

Source: ADC.

10

a.
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YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II
(Loan 1364-KO)

Annual and CumuI atjv Loan Disbursements
us 00)

IlRo fiscal Appraisal Estimate Actual Disburaeme.ets Actuat as S of Aooratbal
tear

Annual Cumulative Ann 1 CU I a t 1 we Annuoal Cumulative o

1977 200 200 300 300 ISO 150

1978 4.000 4.200 1.400 1.700 35 40

1979 9.800 14.000 10.650 12.350 109 88

1980 19.600 34.200 14.8S0 27.200 75 80

19b1 24.800 59.000 17.840 45.040 72 76

1962 18.300 77.300 18.060 63.100 100 82

1983 10.900 88.200 11.200 74.300 103 84

1984 6.800 95.000 13.700 88.000 9O

1995 - 95.000 6.700 94.700 - 9.

.D.
-I

.H~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a
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Table 11

<OREA

YONG SAN GANG tRRIGAT:ON PROJECT STAGE It
(Loan 1364-KO)

Comparative Balance Sheets of AOC

Year Ended 31 December
1982 '983 1984
...... ..(W biTion)

Assets

Property and equipment (net) 10.2 9.9 10.7
Investments 8.9 13.3 9.0
Contract work in progress 448.1 500.0 575.5
Current assets 36.7 42.1 37.7
Other assets 0.1 0.2 8.9

Total Assets 504.0 565.5 641.8

Capital and Liabilities

Paid-in capital 9.6 9.6 9.6
Capital surplus 0.2 0.2 0.3
Retained earnings 2.6 4.6 6.1

Net worth 12.4 14.4 16.0

Long-term debt 185.0 197.9 191.0
Advances from the Government 249.7 288.1 369.0
Other long-term liabilities 5.1 7.0 10.5
Employees' severance liability 16.3 18.6 19.8
Current liabilities 35.5 39.5 35.5

Total Capital and Liabilities 504.0 565.5 641.8

Current assets/current liabilities 1:1 1:1 1.3:1

Long-term debt/equity and long-term debt 94% 93% 92%

Advances from Government/long-term funds 53% 56% 63%

Source: ADC's audited financial statements
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KOREA

YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II

Comparative Statement of Earnings and Retained Earnings of ADC

Year Ended 31 December
1982 1983 984

(W billion) .

Earned revenues 134.2 125.7 122.6
Cost of earned revenues 131.0 122.1 120.7

Gross profit 3.2 3.6 1.9

General administrative expenses 2.2 2.0 1.9

Operating profit 1.0 1.6 -

Interest income 0.6 0.8 0.7
Gains from sale of property and equipment 0.6 0.4 0.05
Miscellaneous income 0.6 0.5 0.87

Earnings before taxes and special loss 2.8 3.3 1.6

Special loss (severance liability associated
with prior year) 1.7 0.9

Earnings before taxes 1.1 2.4 1.6

Income taxes 0.6 0.5 0.1

Earnings after taxes 0.5 1.9 1.5

Retained earnings at beginning of the year 2.1 2.6 4.5

Retained Earnings at End of the Year 2.6 4.5 6.0

Earnings after tax/equity 4% 13% 9%

Operating profit/operating assets 0.2% 0.3% -

Source: ADC's audited financial statements



KOREA

V 0NG SAN GANG IRRIGATIN 1 I STAGE I
(Loan 1364-KO)

Prociress uf Farfis Intost t)se irn Proiect Area

1977 1918 1979 1980 )981 1982 1___

Farm Machinery (Nos.)

Tractor 60 108 129 t66 178 264 392

Combine harvester - - - 71 tS8 295

C. a.der - - 86 96 t l 6 0

0,
Transplanter - - - - 242 350 509

Power tiller 5.798 6,759 7,948 9.466 10.228 12.696 14.583

Pomer sprayer 1.613 2.046 2.599 3,097 3.676 4,607 5.689

tertilizer Sales (MT)

N 18,345 18,122 18.696 17,079 19.83D 14.6503 14.733

p 9.459 9.390 10.070 8.373 8.509 5.646 6.',59

t 6.468 * 6.573 7.389 7,701 8,756 7,225 6.962

Apriculutural Chemicals (MT)

Insecticide 558 708 778 800 809 77) 
7

5J

Herbicide 930 930 946 957 U98 936

Soil sterilizer -

Sources Country Annual Statistics (Muan-gun, Najer-gun, Yeongam-gun and Hanmpyong-8us .D



KOREA

VONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE 11
(Loan 1364-KO)

Agricultural Credit in Proiect Area
(Won Billion)

1978 1979 1 980 1981 19fl2 1983 1984

Short-term loans

Amount granted 7.9 11.0 13.1 20.0 36.6 45.0 38.0

Amount repaid 3.9 6.3 7.1 13.2 20.4 25.5 13.0 1

Go
Amount in arrears 4.0 4.7 6.0 6.8 16.2 19.5 25.0

Medium and Long Term Loans

Amount granted 23.1 23.9 40.4 35.2 46.5 62.2 75.5

Amount repaid 5.4 4.3 15.0 7.1 12.6 13.5 16.9

Amount in arrears 17.7 19.6 25.4 28.1 33.5 48.7 58.6

Source: NACF

I
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YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II
(Loan 1364-K0)

Farmers Oroanizations in the.Proiect Area

your H)ounq Hong Gve FLIA A__r_:_ltural Coo_s_ _ t_e_t

Nutnber Members Number Members "mmer Mel"u!s

1976 - - -- 4 7U.Ij

1977 - - 3 85.745 4 71,t)9I

1978 - - 3 85.545 4 70.392

1979 2)7 13,452 3 84.410 4 tU.12t

1980 33Z 20,671 3 84,468 4 69.zs7

1981 332 20.671 3 85.410 4 70.531

1982 J. 20.671 3 85.426 4 72.1Dt

1983 332 20.671 3 86.336 4 71.508

1984 332 20.671 3 85.968 4 71.415

Source: Agricultural Development Corporation

vD



KOREA

YONC SAN GAB -IRRIGATION PROJECI STA61! It

(Loan 1364-KO)

st4jtub tJ CutVoarttu.

I;QYenXtLi!'af b tI!bta it "s

(Sect iot)

It,an A4remenrtit

3.02 AtC to employ en9giieoarinUJ and agricultural consultants Acumssq4pl iuhdee.
SatibfdCtOfy to tl*.e Bsbnk.

3,04 AStC to Dotu,mit ror Bdntt review economic andl technical analysib kLiIt2t iveti

tor t eLldmatiua tt of tiddl Iands beloml tlevation t3 Ma.

.1 t17 AtC t., ac4t.t rt I I lands and * i iit b drst fir lsi. eV idenCa Stt iA::. * , ttC 1-

factOry to ttite Bdati that lands are dvdilable fo the Project a( ali dttl .S aetdeidlj I

fttr L4nLtrt.C.tion..

3.08 AUC tu submit to thlm Batik a U dtailt0 platI tu t.tsratiUn aCov dt-o I t2t.

.aie,tts,.msse tot ta.ilities in Part A of tktt Project and pumpins6

4.tatiniss in Pdf t C.

3.09 AtC to Dti,bmit for Bank reviet plans for disposing of reclaimed biepuual not Before diSposi,wu ut

tidal satnto. started ytet. tidal lands.

tJuarbfltee AcIreement

2.02 Prompt provision of funds to ADC for pojeact implementation. ALIC sertees abai-
tiarial funds

to Cn.s.plete
S&t-Pro3aetts.

3.0 o Ciu e tssssas. * to :a..se OtRO ti east loy addliti onal et tens I on a * I t l d.1 I .1nJ no It

to saelt 5.500 lid of tidl lad. Y. t I I I-

Oevt I oupud.

3.03 tuvvet sssane't to Umakde t Udast tU fi tdisLue I ad t tiu i pmelit , I pts t I at4 .4t. a C )C -

and hssrCd Iobvu. ,s.OvU it AS da

3.04 Guva, 46411ent to .:a..sa l- I A5 to uperate andi stsai.t a in trie i ri - ly t *ss -i t .4 Yt

9atio.ls syututn5 tn at-cordance wits, dppropriate en9ineerinu t;l.on tis.t 1, ItLI A

pfdC.t sts be tvt il*.M4 tle.,01 Id I y

:., t I;Z. 1 0, t CJ us.

3.05 Gsoya sissuit tu bt,t AiF. .oI lOLlt W4dtt*t I sOt 2Jes btit tt-L ftt tu ILs --.. i Oc uteLt (jii .:s.ss.l4lt 1..,, .5 I

peca.s)e dnn-ual O&M t.ODtS and n J% at c.AI,ital costs of the tls Colleastus ct i r rIyt iVn iU.:S.

irri.jat t*t via, i.e ,ar a peritod not taxCeadi1g 35 years. ClsadIti Z. .

at .sovel.sn u..st t'o solt -d'-J ts.. I hLt s.JsaryUe ,.,D 'Jt i *Ilt to fVeLover Fi. i I it tib t tut ym t GII .'a.ip Ijt .- 4.. uI

annual OtIM costs Oe irri Uation taciliti as serv ice reclaimed in operdtian, tidal recats IstiC".

t idal I distD .



5ON Pf [.lGithI3JIQ T LiIt 
(LUa 1364-0

l La d 1,ll
E*LIILI!IUSLf&L31? kifr WOO t (ig l i fi l 

..................................... ........... X |*e+.*

mmnia Lid Iehmt FIJI

Ld ceselidatim With lttiptim - - 3,20 - - ' 3,211
?adt c.a l va ir riation - - - 3,16 n - 3,12
plAi ittl 4 - - 76 356 t1,S 

terapleg ispa 3,311 1,8, 2,5 - - -a,73
Tidal ruclaatie --Z - _ _ _

1.,lub 3.333 1,968 5,733 3,713 010 5,50t 26,701

levised lad haelumet Mman HALVSd~I!f~ 1I

Liad ,ns.iidabtian with intiqati - - 3,173 - - - 3,173 2,110 1,111
cosle, with Srr tlen - - - 3,73t t* - 4,3#3 - 4,336

terutIapbaue ie ew t 3,314 1t,93 2,110 - - 7,738 1,523 2,216
Tidal retlatiem - - LMQ -M5 JZ / n I/Y

flub 3,311 1,336 5,763 3,739 63 5,56 28,70s 61,6 12,653

£J It is esUatad that ab* St 9,36 na in total ub bknn dwel#ped as of S4teir 11t The aituil iacreau vas 356 ha, dneloptd ewr the
twtlary/risae iqroveht.

,/ kea dmnelepd et no celtivattl his bee started, 147t ha lot it tt3 ba protected ht ma dike).

,3 Iltlheo this eIt bas ot Mlp developed, abolt 4,413 ha ha" ken plutud a pa y 1t 85.



KOREA

YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE I1
(Loan 1364-KO)

Land Use - Appraisal Pro1ect1On and Actual Chanues

ADpratb ia Actual __A__ __!__Ee

1976 t985 l/ 19i2 1983 1984 1985 Cuneoletion
(Pre-Proju"t) (Completion>) (Pre-Project) (Estimateo) 1989 2/

. (ha) ......... .................... (na) .................. (ha)

tt i at etd |wI tltunt t. Ur.bu I Sueid * I S) - 7 . bbt - - 2. b: ZlJ I ,I U, / Ju
Irrigated (Oontbolid-tad) - i.500 - 340 5.060 5.3:60 D.47U
Partially irrigated (withunut con- 1.900 - 1.90Ui 1.990 900 600

bol idet Ilu n)
Partially irrigated (ronbulidated) 3.300 - 3.:JU 3.300 300o
Raotfed 5,700 - _._.36 j .20 1.4/1

tTutal) (10.900) (14,150) (1U.UOU) (tO.9UO) (10.900) ;10.uo00) Ot_u

Rainfed Upland 3.700 3,I0 tO.O00 3.700 3.700

Irrig8ated Upland _ 1.050 - -

Tldal Fltb

Uncultivatea S.500 - b.bUU 4.150 1.33i 1.100
Temporary cultivated - 5.500 - 1.350 4.170 4.400
Fully developed - - - - - - b,bOU

Fot rel t 600 - 600 600 600 600

Total: . 20.700 ...... ................ 20.700 . .............. 20.70t

!bLurce; SAA-Votg San Gang Irrigation Stage II and ADC

1/ Projected yOeta of completiOn Of the project works by appraisal.

,e oompletlon year of the project currently expected by AOC.

0)

CO



VONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II
(Loan 1364-KO)

Crogooina Palters, and Production - Aooraisal Protection and Actual Achievements

Ao a ara i sa I 1/ A t5 u a I l

1976 1984 9l99 1982 19ts 1914 198k
Pre-Pra1ect Completion lJ full Pri-Project (fftiSraik±U

DevelopJment
................ (na) ................. ..................... ................. ..

Crooced Area

Irrigated rice - FIYV - ) 13.760 - IJs 2,630:
) 19.650

- TRV - ) S.890 - 2tS 4.9bO 5.60
Partially irrigated rice - HYV 2.600 - - 3.620 2.930 510 2I0

- TRV 2.600 - - 1.580 2,270 690 3bd1
Rainfed rice - FtVV - - - 2.850 1,860 520 240 I

- TRV 5.700 - - 2.850 3.500 1.600 1.530
Temporary cultivated rice - I 1 25-Q 4.17Q ),4L.QQ 

(Total Rice) (10.900) (19.65)) (19.650) (10.900) 112.250) (15.070) (15.300)
ear ley 6.970 n.a. 15.040 I/ 5,770 5,780 6.010 6.040
kapeseed - - - 370 410 640 670
Potato _ - 270 400 470
Vegtetable - - - 80 530 570
Other upland crops A/ 4.080 n.a. 1!950 _ - - - -

rotal Cropped Area (ha) 21,950 n.a. 36,640 17,290 18.790 22,650 2, 050
Cropping Intensity 1Si 150 I/ n.a. 177 7/ 158 P/ 160 AL/ 189 t/ 171 QI

rOuc.ti1on ............ (t000 m tons) ............ ................. t000 tons) ................

Irrigated rice - n.a. 87.6 - 1.7 37.1 41.t
Partially irrigated rice 16.6 n.a. - 23.0 22.7 4.9 2.4
Rairted rice 15.4 n.a. - 20.8 15.4 7.7 6.4
tempurary cultivated rice - n.a. - - 4.9 14.0 19.7

(Total Rice) (32.0) (n.a.) (87.6) (43.8) (48.7) (63.7) (70.0)
Barley n.a. 12.7 13.3 14.4 15.1
Rapeseed n.a. 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.0
Potato n.a. - 3.7 5.9 7.4
vegetable 23.0 n.a. 2.2 14.7 16.5

-4
1/ SAR-Vong San Gang Stage II Project; AOC data. o

2/ Compiled based on various ADC data; exclude 4.300 ha for pas-.y conversion (see pdre 5.6)
2/ Expecteo year of completion for the appraised project works. '
I/ Croppeo area on tne upland area.
I/ IncluOes also small area of barley to be grown iii the upland area but SAR doesr not specify tne area (GCe Aline. 9. :.Ak)
J/ Based on net cultivated area of 14,600 ha (see SAR Annex 9).
2/ Based on net cultivated area of 20.700 ha (see SAR Annex 9).

Boa.u on net cultivated area of 10.900 ha excluding 5,500 ha of tidal flat; temnporary rice cropped area is excl.u.dej tfu-t
total cropped area for computing this cropping intensity.
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KOREA

YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II
(Loan 1364-KO)

Crop Yields - Appraisal Estimates and Actual Achievements

P " e -P ro i e c
AD-raisal (19761 Actual (1982) 1/
R I/ PI 2/ PIC t) R PI ~DC

Traditional rice 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.2 3.4 3.8
HYV rice - 3.4 3.8 4.1 4.3 5.0
Parley 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.6 5/
Rapeseed 1.8 - - 1.3 - -
Vegetables 17 to 18 

F u t u r e W i t h P r o j e ct
Apprai 3 Actual 41984) 4 C
_I/ IC _/ TC _ I IC T - / TC

Traditional rice 3.8 4.0 3.5 4.5 4.8 3.2 -
HYV rice 4.5 5.0 4.4 5.2 5.3 3.7 -
Barley 2.8 3.0 3.0 2.9 5/ 3.0 5/ -
Rapeseed 2.3 - - 2.3 5/ 2.2 5/ -
Vegetables 25 to 33 - - 33.0 1/ 31.0 §/ - -

Source: AOC

1/ Actual crop development due to the project has taken place from 1983.

2/ R 3 Ralnfed; PI - Partially Irrigated (non-consolidated);
PIC = Partially Irrigated (consolidated); I 3 Irrigated (non-
consolidated); IC = Irrigated (consolidated); tC - Tide Lands
(irrigated and consolidated); T = Tide Land (without polder and
consolidation).

3/ Expected full development year projected in appraisal report.

4/ Crop yields on developed area. Appraisal yield projection for 1984 is
not given in the report.

5/ These are yields obtained under rainfed comditions; no irrigation is
presently applied to these crops.



-96 - Table 21

(Loan 1364-K)

Lh.LjsALL-L- u ui t/
kW - ePI L .s,i tIu4 tio fauM wU

(kg ....... (kg) (tons) (manasl (...Poo 'i n)

intfed- fly - P * 45 111 6w 41 11.5 33 31 836.6 -

- ls * 4 2101 81 40 9.2 92 90 810.1 1,105.3

Rainfei -IH - P 51 131 65 65 21.5 41 89 970.8 -
- ls 4 130 .45 61 9.2 39 86 942.0 2,182.9

Part. IFr.-
Consdid. -TR Y P N4 125 65 51 1.5 30 90 863.0

- go 41 125 65 50 9. 13 73 864.0 1,076.3

Part. Irt.-
Conflid. - liV - P 50 151 80 81 11.5 39 86 1,036.6

- 6, 41 151 80 80 9.5 23 18 1,44.0 1,151.9

Part. Ir. - leI-
CentUd. - my - P 45 115 81 41 10.5 38 93 838.1

- i 41 115 81 40 9.5 31 92 835.5 1,132.9

Part. Irt. - hi-
C.ild. -NV - 1 5 135 71 71 10.5 39 86 958.7 -

I. 41 135 71 71 9.5 37 05 58.8 1,180.5

Irrited -
Cendlid.- tPJ - 1 45 120 i0 110 9.5 13 73 913.2 1,120.1

Irrigttd -
Con"lid.- N1W - V B 15t 90 111 9.2 23 68 1,154.5 1,28.2

Irr. hn-
Consuid.- M1E - V 41 125 65 50 9.5 32 92 900.3 1,178.9

Irr. lhn -
Conslid.- M - V 4e 151 80 of 9.5 39 87 1,028.1 1,242.9

Area - TN - U 4 120 65 51 9.1 32 92 877.7 1,163.9
- HlO- v 41 145 75 75 9.1 38 86 955.7 1,192.1

8oeln. .- P H 120 57 51 10.0 12 98 503.7 024.t
- e 75 121 57 51 9.1 II 95 562.12 085.9
- U 110 125 61 51 8.0 12 82 643.2 854.2

- P 6.5 115 75 70 3.2 15 120 329.3 9M.6
- VI 6.5 15 75 70 3.2 Is 115 322.9 902.6
- _ 6 240 15 80 11.0 31 1o8 56.2 971.5

P.11011. - VI 1,400 210 100 t0l 10.0 o 7 2,225.8 1,319.3
- U 1,501 115 11t 111 8.1 48 77 1,232.3 1,426.6

Ytuij11il - go 1.14 200 171 210 8.0 35 11 99.7 1,34.1
- U 1.14 250 201 258 9.5 34 128 976.0 1,377.4

@kUL - 647 150 130 I50 9.1 48 122 3,585.f 3,875.1
- U 670. 161 131 161 10.5 47 121 3,627.6 3,9-

j/ 3astdo e C ust-at,.
J lIacles c1se costs of agre-cheicals, land preparation (draught paewr/ahanuzatleoillinq.

PI P prtwt; Vs s withnst project; V ' oith project.
I * lire,



e£t t ti hl We . Pn Adt his

t}ftzts~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~stJA~k 2/6414) O1"4 (I*0 V 6.

ftac - Limfed - NoV 0.50 4.1 8,343.2 - -. 38 4.5 07.3
rim 1. 1.2 1,224.0 - - On 35 ,874.2

- Pottiallf Ir?f4. Ce4413t.d * tO - - - . 3I S.0 1,163.8 - - t2t 5.1 69.4 -
TIN - - 0.85 3.0 436. - - - 0.3 4* t 8.MA

- Ptelll? lrte. o CeA4. - 84t1 - * - .4t 4.3 8,843.6 --. 24 4.1 125. I
nV - .10 3.4 26t.1 - - - 0.38 3.7 84t.8 - -

* - XnI~et7 ed§ (maIdati - 81I - - - - - - - -. 2# 5.5 7tt.3
TtV - - * - *- * - .4S t.8 1,4b8.4 I

- Zm~e&i.d *0 Ceas,)4MI. - t - * - - - - - - - - * - 8.88 5.3 r2.s
-TOO - - - - - - t.3 * 456 I,'5M1 '0

baileY t.54 2.2 467.5 t.54 2.2 t47.5 0.58 2.t4 51D.t t S. 2 * 5St.4 1.5 2. 677.9
l6pt.d U. 1.3 25.1 0.65 1.3 25.1 1.11 1.4 54.8 8.88 I.4 5'.1 8.0 a .1 88.0
Wall , - - - - - 8.83 86.0 155.2 8.85 84. ; :.2 4.0 1t8.0 174.4

tegstbl-s - - - - - 0.t2 30.0 48 6 I.' 3; 0 133.3
ttlUt- - - - - - - I- 0. S .S 63 2 0.02 . 130 t

18141 LS }LMd L;5 LZ!U 14s L.IDi 14 4 tlk65o3

Peed.t:az t.t ti p - - 8,2)2.8 - - 8,247.9 - - 8,224.3 - - 8,339.2 - - 0,532.4
0.tuCns tt- - - - - 854.0 - - - - - 854.0 - - 284.201 Sonic. p - - St.8 - - 04.6 - - 8l.T - - 89.3 - - 802.2
T tro o 2J t 12 - _271 -_7t - - . - - 1_ EU . - .

2ts Sui - 1Jl - - UIs - IRS, - - 41L1 - - 12.2
Tm Z/ - - 2,08. - - 2,2664 - - 4. __- 2,5-6.0 - -1,27.3

9f# BIw.lce. - - J9±f - - 7Sl4. - flL - - .2314 - - 8-

-.zw 7114-6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.ItIIN u uJ_ '1*1, - - IMU 3 S - .:

V Stb project o s54g8 tINt both .-iq1u11 na.etiC or pan.ur iniqned aeas.
f/lekw a uqIdblos sho otbeu1.,...ed picei.a lm4 ahbk.
:v kl tie, b.t nep ta tn8d.
J/ Ict.fd "&tid loot, ad t tNtT ad t-libI costs rt tic *tiW bolet.
V 1.3.d. dit woke a PPt.Jct iwks.
/ lownest so iI Witeehs at in2 #'a. fat lo$ Obirk It poeuclime Cost

o f "St 941t of ptsdOctla.
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Table 23

03*1l

JAI VA36440) M 

9 ha t 1211 MZ .91t 121111 1 3 1 n I n m

Labow - WIl t.1 8.3 22.5 4.4 62.2 1,08.1 7M3.1 9.1 739.1 414.8 645.8 63U.2 656.2 4S.4
- oItlId 8.2 13.1 917.8 1,985.5 2,488.6 4,284.1 3,172.5 3,169.4 3,612.3 1,459.4 2,7.s 2,60t.6 2,81.6 1,825.1

4teIls 6.3 25.2 394.5 03W.4 8,869.6 2,133.0 2,306.1 2,883.2 2,727.I 1,2M.7 10,2.8 2,808.8 2,128.8 1,41t.2
how,tiqolpast 7.8 28.2 1,93.9 4,196.4 ,259.7 7,227.3 2,935. 3,1W.9 t,364.5 1,48.7 2,836.0 2,214.0 2,814.6 1,554.2
Fsol PA Ltovicat 2.16. .7 535.5 1,18.4 1,452.0 2,15.8 t5.5 924.3 79.6 481.5 642.7 64. 0 64.0 454.9
KhcltElc 8.5 34.1 445.4 902.4 8,217.4 2,554.4 2,518.2 3,019.3 2,45f.9 I,3S8.6 2,899.7 2,116.8 2,116.1 0,486.6
ludifect lOde Ct - 276.4 16.6 76.6 115.4 317.1 492.8 49.8 496.8 348.1
IaNuco - - 36.1 74.4 92.4 15.8 41.3 64.3 64.8 64.8 45.
Vln din Tao - 7.6 129.6 167.8 913.2 715.2 843,3 731.9 t28.4 765.7 I,810.6 1,2tt.4 1,81.0 842.4
"ato . $"life -left, 36.2 52.2 97.8 53.8 98.5 ,21.5 2,476.8 2,872.9 1,236.1 97. I,67.l 8,029.0 1,467.
Loadk4E ot tjat 55.U 24.6 1.5 6.2 95.5 8,262.7 8,18.8 I 7.9 774.1 749.2 10.0 4*sn 5.8 37.5
$Vs" & _gu 429.1 38. I876 f".5 717.1 4818, 577.1 812.2 8O6.6 112. 3N9,
1pyfiso - 03.7 313.3 328U.5 9897 1,8743 8,.2 1,25.9 947.7 64. 975 1,131.8 ". 828.I

3dmhis8 attnm 8u.3 78.2 280.4 213.2 3S6.2 23?.8 210.6 0".9 114.9 185.6 1S8.7 167.9 136.1
A4plltwalSen9 - 18.3 53.8 72.6 56.3 36.1 A3. 44.2 51.6 64.5 49.0 78.1 9.8 6,3

etOw 6.7 2.3 8.1 8.8 6.7 0.1 82.6 89.4 421.1 81.2 16.6 113.1 2. 63.5
1t 01 - 824.8 4.824 - - - - -
Cou tt - 17.2 184.4 122.6 188.8 6. 185.2 84.6 834.9 - -
Intewret y - 24.5 439.9 2.4 1,861.1 2,189.2 1,281.9 59.1 - -
Other . Cm taO 5-.1 253.3 3W.4 - 884.8 - - - - 24.2

terlciCtm - - - - - - - - - - ,79. 7,40.0 10,626.6
Pria Csetlec - -- - - - - 844.9 541.5 1,140.6
i n C yst - - - - e42.6 9.8 n.8 I8t.7 u. 38.8 

IUaLEianjisLSeu 1.34.8 2 4 7 .6 27,8 -21.516.4 52.6 29.l710 . 0 J.M. 0 Mg,2j_.jt4. 

* Codo t It 4,OUI 1
lecuiaw me V - * * - - 3,185.8 6,403.5 14,712.0 16,186.4 14,713.2

Coot dC.

II Locale *e cot of t0c8aLd tidal lad dtlopmot.
2J 61 bcd IS total cot cO e ( inteC aal9"i.
:V Ihtot ts PACs$t leCef 1eCIsod from t*otl cot ft oec k malpostiowtd Acc, lot tra"ted eParte8y is M coeptotio.

l l,hile nid s m 89 vw 0) is ff flom: 89 * 49.8; 897Im v4.30 * 68.6; IM v 72.9; I"S* a 10888 19 126.41
8982 * 96. 898 a 8126.31 884 * 1221 1"85 128.8.

41 dejeted bt e n 85 plc. fhor tiag ichlocl prtco lds; c.ecetec tectire oe we for ucoilled lott 1.640 wirect lob citt 6.79;
fhl ad lebrict 1.763 bqeq "lpest 6.843 ad S of 0.94 in all otlers.

%P flatal ceet, costtd at #Ww coa"tio facto.t {d for total cNOW cost.
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KOREA

YONG SAN GANG tRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE II
(Loan 1364-KO)

Farm Output and Input Prices

Financial Economic
........... (Won/kg) ....

Output

Rice - Local variety 765 400 11
- IRRI variety 665 400 T/

Barley 425 200 /
Garlic 1,150 1,081
White Potato 194 182
Rape Seed 386 363
Vegetable 101 95

Inputs

Fertilizers - Nitrogen 554 426 1/
- Phosphate 500 263 Ti
- Potassium 229 250 T
- Compost 12 11

Seed - Paddy 535 280
- Barley 350 174
- White Potato 350 328
- Garlic 4,140 3,891

Farm Labour (per manday) - male 3/ 9,000 5,760
- female 3/ 7,000 4,480

1J See table 25.
2/ 85% of border price of wheat.
]/ On average 75% male and 25X female labour used.



KOREA

YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAGE It
(Loan 1364-KO)

Comoutation of Economic Prices (Proiacteo 1990 Price in Constant 1985 Terma)

Ricx Whebat ura-a 2' Ile A/ muE /
Projectea 1990 -rice in 1985

Constant S 1/ US$/MT 340 )S6 255 173 102

Ocean Freight and tnsurance USS/MT 35 35 - - 20

CIF Inchon/Pusan US$/MT 381 19) 255 173 t22

CIF Inchon/Pusan A/ Won/MT 333.375 167,125 223.125 151.375 106,750

Inland Transporation. Handling.
Storage f/ Won/MT 70.860 70,860 (35.500) (35.500) 37,400

Price in Project Area Won/MT 404.235 237.985 187.625 115.875 144.150 0

Farm to Market Tiansportation §/ Won/MT (5.400) (5.400) 5.400 5.400 5.400

FasrnWate Pr S.e Won/MT 398,835 232.585 193.025 121.275 149.550

Farmgate Price per kg Won/MT 400 233 193 121 150

Sourcet Wortd Bank Commodity Price Forecasts. January 1985; adjusted by Manufacturing
Unit Value Index to obtain price in 1985 constant terms. Export parity prices aor
Urea & ISP; import parity prices for all others.

I/ 46% Mitrogen.
J/ 46% Phosphate.

4/ 60% Potassium.
I/ Converted at the current rate of exchange ot US$1 a Won 875.

O/ Basse on financial costa adjusted using SCF ot 0.94.

-4Sa.
0

N



KOREA

SAN GANG IRRtGATION PROJECT STAGE II
(Loan 1364-K0)

Cropped Area. Yield and ProductioS UseG for Analysts

Pro- Pootet Future Without Proiect ftture with Pro-uect

Crope Yel CProduct. Cropped Yield Product. Cropped Yield Product.

Area (ton/ha) (tons) Area (ton/ha) (tons) Area (ton/ha) (tons)

(ha) (ha) (ha)

Rainted - HYV 2.850 4.1 11,685 1,710 4.5 7,695 - - -

- TRV 2.850 3.2 9.120 3,990 3.5 13,965 - - -

Partially Irrig.
Consolidated - HVV 2,480 5.0 12,400 990 5.2 5,15U - - -

- TRV 820 3.8 3.115 2.310 4.0 9.240 - - -

Partially Irr. Non-
Consolidated - HYV 1,140 4.3 4,900 570 4.7 2,680 - - -

- TRV 760 3.4 2.585 1.330 3.7 4,920 - _ _

Irrigated-Cons.- HYVV - - - - - 1,950 5.5 10,725
- TRYv - - - - - - 4.520 4.8 21.695

Irr. Non-Cons. - HYV - - - - - - 1,330 5.3 7,050

- TRV - - - - - - 3.100 4.6 14.260

Reclained Area - HYV - - - - - - 1,650 4.9 8.085

- TRV - - --- JJfr0 4*3 J6.5r
(Total Rice) (10.900) (43.805) .10.900) 43,650 (18,400) (78.370)

BARLEY 5,770 2.2 12,695 5,770 2.4 13,850 7.656 2.9 21.910

RAPE SEED 370 1.3 480 6a0 1.4 950 1.305 2.3 3,000

POlATO _ - - 470 12.5 5.875 825 18.0 14.850

vEGETABLES - - 250 30.0 7,500 650 33.0 21.450

GARLIC - 110 5.5 605 315 6.0 I.890

Total Cropped Area (ha) 17.050 18,180 27.050

Cropping Intensity (%) 156 4/ 167 4/ 164 WJ

.it 1982
t 1997 onwards
'99D onwards

* Based on net cultivated area of 10,900 ha excluding tidal flats to be reclaimed naje tl,ts prju9ct.

Based on net cultivated area of 16.400 ha.



KOREA

YONG SAN GANG IRRIGArION P3UJetL bl^uAk 1
(Loan 1364-KO)

(Won Miliof.

jnvauteclockt Incremental Aorlcultudit Bae,ttJt Trais w-t watc
Yeafr Cost with Without Incremwintel Benefits "I Benefits

1976 1.126 - - - - _ (3.326)
1977 1.00 - - - - - (1.800)
1978 9.955 - - - - - (9.955)
3979 1 8.199 - (18,199)
1980 15.468 - - - - - (1S.468)
1981 21.084 - - - - - (21.084)
1982 15.595 363 4.134 4.134 - 3,507 (12.451)
1983 18.013 415 5.390 4.474 916 3,680 (13.506)
1984 15.053 1,504 9.596 4.837 4.759 3.867 (7.931)
1985 5.342 1.648 12.469 4.937 7.552 4,060 4.622 0
1986 4.739 1.745 13.379 4.840 8.539 4.263 6.318
1987 5.262 I.B90 14,457 4.918 9.539 4.474 6.861
1988 1.067 1.943 15.861 4.996 10.865 4.695 12.550
1989 5,771 2.005 16.533 5.045 11.488 4,937 8.649
3990 - 2.005 16.913 5.105 11.808 b.179 14.982
1991 - 2,005 16,913 5.175 11,738 5.441 15,174
1992 - 2.005 16.913 5.254 11.659 5,713 15.367
1993 - 2.005 16,913 5.325 11.588 6.000 15.583
1994 - 2.005 16.913 5.390 11.523 6.000 15.518
1995 - 2.005 16.913 5.467 11.446 6.000 15,441
1996 - 2,005 16.913 5,535 It,378 6,000 15,37s
1997 - 2.005 36,913 5,596 11,317 6.000 35,312
1998 - 2.005 16.913 5,596 11,317 6,000 15,312
1999 - 2017 2.005 16,913 5.596 11,317 6,000 15.312
2017 (a4.618) - - - - - 34.618

ERR = 8.5%

1/ Fro.uw Table 24.

X/ 1984 est tettte tdb,j us, AOt. Sktvey tit t d., 0 paisesbwsu t tS*tsed the
brid9e 04ily .ith I hutou savist petr pb.senger. benetatt tuasea on
10 hot.e wockinuj day. 365 debys/year. as.cl econrosit val-,e of lanour
at Wcin3.782/aay (64w ot (iovernment sttaniard rate of Won'S.U30Iday).
5% antnual growth ret i, passengers afssumfeOd. 

S ..
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K O R E A

TONO SAN GANG IRRICATIOII PROJECT STAGE II

ORGANIZATION OF THE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

| PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF PLANNING OFFICE OF ENGINEERING

DIRECTOR FOR DIRECTOR FOR

DRCOR FItE PRPANI6OFt OFEGNERN

AOMINISTRAT ON IMPLEMENTATION TECHNOLOGY

I~~~~~~tI
cc 1 E 1 g at

-=- ra= : r < r-= I a _ i e -

KY0NGG I AGON CUGEK tHUNGNAM C HONEUK C HONNAM Y YONGEsUl KYONGNAM4 CHEJ U
PRVN!AL PROVINC IA PRCOVINN IAL PROVINt IAL PROVINC IAL PRVIN0 A RV CILPOICIA PROVINC IALI

OFfIlCE Of fltE Of FICE OffIlCE OFF ICE OFfIlCE OFfiCE OfFICE Of fICE |

o~ ~ | .'~ 4J I IR O_ |m 

YONGSANGANG SAPKYOCHON HIHOCHO NAM6ANG |NONSAN |TAEHO | KU14GANG 
PROJEC PROJ ECT PROJECT PROJECT |PROJECT |PROJECT |PRJt |

O;O ECT Ow;O OCT

FlCE OffICE OfFt OFFICE OFFICE O^FFCE F| E

MANNED BY Professional Engineers

|IRRIGATION ENGINEER :1,022 PEDOLOGIST : 26 ||IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE 3_

|M(ECHAiNICAL ENGINEER 33 GEOLOGIST S HYDRO-: 110 ||SOIL MECHANICS 11
| C~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~EOLOGIST fOUNDATION ENGINEERING 2 

| ELECTRICAL ENGINEER : 31
| ~~~~~~~~~~ADMINISTRATOR : 336 C ONSTRUCTION*8

|ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEER: 10 *
2 ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~OTHERS : 197 APPLIEO INDUSTRY g OTHERS :4

ECONOMIST : 19

PARONOMI OT : 50 TOTAL P N1,834 P L TOTAL 52
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K O R E A

YONG SAN GANG IRRIGATION PROJECT STAE H ( LOAN 1364-KO)

LOCATION OF STAGES I TO V
KOREA

s
Sou '_,, < I S --- nDAMYANG
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\cx x 

* . .,L_:- ....DEVELOPMENT AREAS

C X S S J. . ,-' ~~~ix X! STAGEI

STAGE it AND V

. f_S ^ ' ' ' * * , | ~~~~~~~. . 1
* STAGE I1I ANDIV

-:? )CRESERVOIR

g j AD'COMPLETED ESTUARY DAM*AND SEA DIKE
DIVERSION CHANNEL

'FUTURE DAM

DOC 1085-B91
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ANNEX I
Borrower Comments

ZCZC DIST1138 WU1387
OE DOD
REF : TCP FCA

WU1387
KOADC K24890

RE: PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT - KORFA
MIHNO WATERSHED AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECr(LOAN 1.319-KO)
YOUNGSANGANO IRRIGATION PROJECT(LOAN 1364-KO)

ATTN: MR. WATANAIE

THANK YOU FOR YOUR LETTER OF FEBRlUARY 24, 1986.
WE ARE PLEASED TO INFORM YOU THAY WE READ THE BANK'S REPORT CAREFULLY

BUT COULDN'T FIND ANY INCONSISTENT CONTENT ON THE ABOVE PROJECT
COMPLETION REPORT.

REGARDS DONG-MAN KIO. EXECUTIVE DIRECTORY ATIC.

KOADC K24890
126472 0446 020586
0171017t .487

=05020754

ALT RTO FROM:OEDM

NNNN
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